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------------------------------------------------
Event 1

Faces 17, Rhetoric 0

"Two years later, it's still a dump," groaned Gearbolt as 
she climbed out of Lars's mobile wreck that once was a station 
wagon.

The disgusted blonde preteen with the Hello Kitty satchel 
was referring to the Elwood Lodge which towered before them under
the warm summer rain, in the Cascade foothills east of Seattle --
the five-story mansion was only one-fourth as big as a football 
stadium, its architecture giving off a strong turn-of-the-century
vibe.  One could easily imagine a mad German scientist using it 
for his base of operations (indeed one family ancestor had been 
something of the sort).

Four adults accompanied Gearbolt, two of which were fellow 
members of the Crapola Karts go-kart racing team:  Skylar, tanned
valley girl extraordinaire, pink glittery scarf wrapped around 
her neck, cute designer cap snugly hugging her head; and tall, 
lanky Lars in blue hoodie and jeans, nephew to the late Mr Elwood
and heir to his creepy estate.

The others were former pro-wrestler and MMA fighter Crimson 
Fury, a limber ginger man in cowboy boots and silk Spanish-style 
shirt; and 250-pound slab of Hawaiian beefcake Arnold Odysseus, 
who required the former's assistance to pry himself out of the 
station wagon's trunk.

"Shoulda just bungeed you to the roof," growled Fury, "like 
I suggested in the first place!"

A brown Oldsmobile sat parked next to the station wagon:  
Lars had recognized it as Mr Ludlum the Realtor's car when he 
pulled up beside it.  No one was inside.

The rain began to pour down just as Arnold finally squeezed 
free of the station wagon.  Together the gang dashed for the 
shelter of the little ramada reaching over the front steps.

"Wasn't Miss York and that pear-shaped dude, like, supposed 
to meet us here?" said Skylar, adjusting her chic designer cap.

"Mr Ludlum," said Lars, looking at the Oldsmobile.  "He's 
probably already inside. Miss York is at her office, waiting to 
get word that we found Uncle Elwood's treasure."

"I bet she's sitting by the phone," said Gearbolt, "like a 
desperate teenager waiting for the school quarterback to call."

Lars pressed the doorbell:  a deafening chime to the tune of
"Funkytown" wracked the building in its foundation and bounced 



its visitors around the stoop like Mexican jumping beans. After 
the first few chords, the lodge was silent again.

The lingering vibrations caused the front door to creak 
open.

"Unlocked doors are usually a bad sign," Gearbolt shouted 
over the ringing in her ears.

"Wah?" Skylar shouted back.
"The doorbell plays Funkytown?" shouted Fury.
"Huh?" shouted Arnold.
"What?" shouted Skylar, now looking at Lars.
"I didn't say anything," shouted Lars.
"No, I'm fine, thanks," shouted Skylar.
Gearbolt groaned and went inside, failing to notice the 

white spectral figure leering out at the gang from a second story
window.

-------------------------

FOUR HOURS EARLIER

"Mr Odysseus and Mr Fury! So glad you could join us!" said 
Tiffany York in her musical voice as she daintily gestured to the
seats across from her.

She was a slim, striking black woman with her kinky hair 
done tightly into a bun on the back of her head. She wore gold-
rimmed glasses and her blue suit was probably Armani.

Arnold and Fury took their seats across from her at Lars's 
table at Baba's Fish Market.  Tiffany went around the table 
introducing the other party members:  Lars (who shook their 
hands), Skylar (who waved without looking up from her iphone), 
young Gearbolt (who didn't acknowledge them at all, absorbed by 
her Android), and pear-shaped, sweaty lodge realtor Mr Ludlum 
(handshake).

"You're the Elwood guy's lawyer?" said Fury to Tiffany.
"Guilty as charged," said Tiffany with a smile; then more 

reverently, "The LATE Elwood, god rest his soul. Such a shame 
that he was taken from us in his prime. But his family has a long
history of bizarre misfortunes."

"Yeah," said Arnold. "I didn't know it was POSSIBLE to get 
run over by a blimp."

"You mentioned something about a haunted house," said Fury, 
elbowing Arnold to shut him up.

Lars cleared his throat. "I inherited the Elwood Lodge from 
my Uncle Elwood after he died. We were planning to explore the 
house today, to investigate some cryptic clues he left in his 
will."

Tiffany York recited the line from memory: "To Lars, my 
favorite nephew, I leave the Elwood Lodge and the treasure it 
contains. To find the booty, seek the help of Auntie Lytt with 
perfect vision and ten-and-seven faces."

Arnold's eyes went wide like saucers. "A treasure hunt! 
Sounds fun!"



"Yeah, fun," said Lars as the waitress brought his second 
beer. "Problem is, the last time we set foot in Elwood Lodge--"

"It proved to be haunting," said Gearbolt without looking 
up. "Such ghost. So screaming."

Lars and Skylar both thumbed toward Gearbolt.
"We thought we'd cured the house of its cold on our last 

visit," said Lars, "but I've learned to be ready for anything 
when it comes to my weird relatives. And THEN Mr Ludlum and his 
assistant went to the house to tidy things up..."

"I'm afraid we got lost in the myriad hallways," said Mr 
Ludlum, wiping his sweaty brow with his handkerchief. "I heard d-
disembodied laughing and tittering throughout the house. And when
I finally found Dennis -- that's my assistant -- he'd been p-
pinned to the foyer wall like a butterfly with a b-butcher knife.
He was c-cut absolutely to ribbons."

Lars shrugged weakly. "So yeah, something's still wrong with
the place apparently, and I got nobody to watch my back while I 
search it.  The local cops are terrified of the place, the other 
Crapola members are off doing their own things--"

"And the skeezy lawyer might suck his blood the minute she's
alone with him," said Gearbolt.

The look Tiffany gave Gearbolt was on the fence between hurt
and loathing. 

Lars thumbed at Skylar and Gearbolt on either side of him. 
"And I didn't wanna go back to that house with THESE two as my 
only backup."

"He's mad 'cos I beat his DDR high score last weekend," 
huffed Skylar.

"So we'd be working as bodyguards?" said Arnold. "'Cos we're
not exactly ghost hunterers or specterer busterers."

"Whatever," said Fury. "More important question:  what 
percentage of the treasure do we get for protecting you?"

Tiffany said, "Lars and I have a previous arrangement where,
upon the recovery of the mystery treasure, he and I will split it
fifty-fifty.  As Lars is the hiring authority, you will receive a
portion of his share to split amongst yourselves."

Arnold's eyebrows smashed together. "You get half? How 
come?"

Tiffany shrugged. "I'm Elwood's lawyer and executor.  All of
Elwood's property is under my control until it is officially 
claimed by his chosen heirs, and Lars doesn't want the lodge due 
to its dubious history."

"Well, seeing as you probably won't GET that treasure 
without our help--" said Arnold, leaning back in his seat.

The wooden chair broke under his mammoth weight, sprawling 
him on the floor in front of a waitress toting a tray of half a 
dozen now-airborne beers.  When Arnold reappeared at the table he
was a dazed, booze-sopped wreck, one beer glass stuck to his eye 
like a badly designed monocle.

"--then I guess it wouldn't be out of the question to demand
half of YOUR share instead," he concluded.



Tiffany stared at the Hawaiian giant, her friendly smile 
weakening. "Why MY share?"

Arnold shrugged. "You didn't inherit the house, so I don't 
see that you're entitled to it.  Seems fair to me."

Fury pointed to Arnold.  "He says smart things every now and
then.  I'm with him."

Tiffany York's finely-manicured nails dug like chisels into 
the table surface.  Now Gearbolt was looking up from her phone, 
grinning mean-spiritedly at the stony-faced lawyer.

Lars's waitress brought Arnold and Fury their own beers, 
compliments of Lars.  Each raised his beer to Tiffany.

"We have a deal, Miss York?" said Arnold.
"Deal!" said Lars, raising his beer in a toast.
Tiffany forced a smile and shrugged. "Fair enough.  Deal, 

gentlemen."
Everyone clinked glasses.

-------------------------

The lights were on in the foyer, and the interior was just 
as Lars remembered it from the last visit:  crooked hallways 
stretched for miles in every direction, twisting in baffling 
configurations reminiscent of a mid-nineties first person shooter
map.  The only way to navigate Elwood Lodge's confusing corridors
was via the landmarks -- eerie paintings that stared at passers-
by, antique marble busts, a misplaced vintage chair or table, a 
rat hole big enough for a German shepherd -- but sometimes these 
would rearrange themselves, or change completely, to lead 
visitors hopelessly in circles. At the far end of the foyer rose 
a grand carpeted staircase: it turned at the top of the first 
flight and led up to the second story balcony overlooking the 
foyer like the lobby of an exquisite hotel.

A periodic dripping sound echoed throughout the house every 
half-minute.

"So what's the plan, Boss?" said Arnold, sending tough, 
menacing looks up every hallway as if warning the house not to 
pull any funny business.

"Don't call me 'boss,' for one," said Lars. "If ya don't 
mind. It's kinda weird."

"I recommend splitting up," said Arnold, "to cover ground in
this massive abode more efficiently."

"Brilliant idea, Scooby-Doo," said Gearbolt as she withdrew 
a pair of heavy hi-tech goggles from her Hello Kitty satchel. 
"That'll make it so much easier for the lodge haunt to pick us 
off."

"I like this kid," said Fury, patting Gearbolt on the head.
"Hands off, Shaggy," she said, brushing his hand away.
"Shaggy?! I'm Freddie, if anyone!"
"LARS is Freddie, Shaggy."
"What's that make you?" giggled Skylar. "Scrappy-Doo?"
"Laugh it up, Mystery Machine," said Gearbolt.
"Why am I the VAN?"



"'Cos you get stuffed fulla stoners on a regular basis."
"Nobody is ANYBODY or ANYTHING from ANY cartoon, arrite?" 

said Lars, getting between Skylar and Gearbolt before the former 
could drop-kick the latter out the nearest window.  "And nobody's
splitting up.  We travel as a group at all times.  Safety first."

With the giant, glowing green goggles on her face, Gearbolt 
looked like an overgrown housefly. "Don't worry, Freddie. I 
brought my Go-Go Boots."  She lifted one sneakered foot to reveal
the ball-wheels and near-imperceptible rocket engine in the heel.
"If any ghoulie tries to touch me, I tap my heels together and 
rocket my way to safety!"

"Didn't you, like, end up in another COUNTY last time you 
used those stupid things?" said Skylar.

"And," added Gearbolt, "during the boring drive up here, 
while most of you were napping, I added the same modification to 
somebody ELSE's shoes."  She menacingly twiddled her fingers at 
the others, a wicked grin on her face. "But you'll have to guess 
WHO I did it to!  Mwa ha ha haa!"

Arnold pointed to the goggles on her face.  "Explain the 
awesome headgear."

"This is my ecto-spectrometer. It picks up spectral activity
AND sees through walls and furniture for easy treasure 
detection."

Gearbolt was already scanning the foyer as she spoke, seeing
the Elwood Lodge through a monochrome green veil:  the world 
inside the lodge's walls was congested with skittering legions of
rats and black widow spiders, rotten gas mains, cobweb networks 
as thick as cotton, pulsating tumors of white fungus, and 
skeletal remains both human and non-human, all rendered in 
glowing green by the spectrometer.

"Yeah," said Gearbolt as she walked down the nearest 
hallway, "this shithole hasn't changed a bit."

"Ugh, and there's bugs everywhere," huffed Skylar as she 
kicked a cockroach crawling along the wall with her left foot.

There was a high-pitched whine of a tiny turbine, then 
hissing jet flame shot out of the back of Skylar's left shoe.  
For ten seconds Skylar was a super ballerina, tearing up the 
burgundy lodge carpet with dizzying rocket-powered pirouettes, 
bouncing off walls and party members like a raging pinball as she
struggled to regain control of her foot.

Her muscles strengthened by nightly Dance Dance Revolution 
sessions, Skylar managed to stabilize her leg and pull her foot 
back down to the floor, where it tapped against her right foot.  
Another turbine whined to life, and she was suddenly halfway down
the hallway, her wails tailing her like a streamer as she 
vanished around the corner at the far end.

"There goes our ride, Freddie," said Gearbolt.
"Stop calling me Freddie," sighed Lars.
Crimson Fury dashed down the hall after Skylar, shouting 

over his shoulder, "Stay together!  Nobody else split up!  I'll 
be right back!"

Arnold looked at Lars and shrugged.



Lars shook his head and sighed.
"Well," said Gearbolt, "treasure, anyone?"
"I think the first thing we should do," Lars said, "is find 

Mr Ludlum.  It bugs me that he wasn't there to greet us when we 
came."

"I'd like to know where that annoying dripping is coming 
from," said Arnold.  "Kinda rough on the ears."

The nearest room was the smoking room with soft green 
wallpaper and a marble fireplace big enough to drive the station 
wagon through.  They passed through this room into a dining room 
with an oak table as long as a school bus; and through that room 
into a large kitchen.  Opposite the dining room door was another 
door leading to another dizzying corridor capillary.

Mr Ludlum was nowhere to be found.
The fridge, ovens, and cabinets lined the kitchen wall left 

from the dining room door; on the right wall was the pantry and, 
inexplicably, sacks of potatoes piled like sandbags. A long, 
slate-top counter sat in the middle, favoring the oven's side.

"Yo, Mr Ludlum!" shouted Lars for the tenth time, still to 
no response.  "Man, we'll be wandering around this stupid lodge 
for weeks."

"It wouldn't be so bad," said Gearbolt as she scanned the 
ceiling, grimacing at the hidden remains of a cat frozen in a 
posture of terror, "if he didn't have such a penchant for mazes. 
Even the wiring in this dump is atrocious."

"Guess he liked creepypasta, too," said Arnold.
Lars and Gearbolt turned to the big Hawaiian and found him 

crouching in front of the refrigerator, staring at a stapled 
document which clung via magnet to the door.  Lars moved closer 
to examine the papers...and his eyes grew wide.

"'17 Faces!'" he said.  "Remember what the will said?"
Arnold shrugged.  "Something about politicians?"
"No!  Uncle Elwood said we'd need 'Auntie Lytt with perfect 

vision and ten-and-seven faces!'  Ten-and-seven is seventeen!  
And '17 Faces' is the title of this creepypasta!"

"Aw, god," moaned Gearbolt.  "Don't tell me we hafta read 
creepypastas to decipher the riddle!"

"Looks like it," said Lars as bile burned his throat.
Gearbolt threw her hands up. "Game over, man!  We're goin' 

home empty-handed!  Nobody but braindead children can get through
one of those!"

"YOU'RE a child," said Arnold, eyebrow raised.
"BRAINDEAD was the keyword."
"Well luckily for you guys, I'm a veteran terrible-fiction-

choker-downer.  I've faced more bad fanfics that you could 
fathom!  Creepypasta ain't much different."

The suddenly-competitive Gearbolt seethed for a moment, her 
mouth puckered in a furious pout. "Just a minute, Scoob," she 
said, tromping over to the fridge and snatching the document off 
the door. "Don't go braggin' like you're the only literary-
diarrhea-riffer among us.  Me and Freddie have been around that 
block a few times, ourselves."



"My name's not Freddie!" said Lars.
"Then let's make this quick," said Arnold. "There's bound to

be more pastas of the creepy variety lurking about this house, 
chock fulla clues and such.  Plus we gotta find your Auntie 
Lytt."

"I don't have an Auntie Lytt," said Lars.  He gestured to 
the empty kitchen knife rack.  "But I second the 'make it quick' 
suggestion.  That's a LOTTA missing knives."

------------------------------------------------

17 Faces

Author: Upwithbubbles

It's been awhile since anything big has happened in my small 
rural town. You'd think that if you worked with law enforcement 
and detective agencies you'd see a lot of action like big cartel 
busts or crazed-serial killer cases. That was definitely why I 
wanted to be in it. 

>LARS: Screw that "protect and serve" crap, I want thrills!

Sadly in my small town, Calexico,

>GEARBOLT:  A town on the California-Mexico border, leading 
distributor of insipid portmanteaus like "sheeple".

all the real action is one or two drug busts every few months or 
so. A cat stuck in a tree makes headlines here.

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  The cat-treeing crime rate reached an all-
time high this year. Perpetrators are usually employed by the 
local newspaper.

It's the same shitty routine for me every day. Wake up, shower, 
eat breakfast, give my girlfriend a kiss on the head before I 
depart for work, and tell my son Jonathan to have a good day at 
school. He's in the third grade.

>LARS:  (narrator)  Boring-ass family with their shitty love and 
affection... I wish one of 'em would DIE so I could get some 
EXCITEMENT around here!

I get to my office, sit down on my black, leather chair, and wait
for the time to pass, hoping a good case comes in. Nothing.

>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  I wait for more furniture to show up in my
office. Nothing.

As the work day ends, I pack up my briefcase, stuff it in the 
truck of my little gray Toyota, and drive off.



>LARS:  He's so manly, his TRUCK has a truck!

I get home to my girlfriend already cooking dinner and my son 
doing his homework on the kitchen table. Elaine, my girlfriend, 
gives me a kiss and asks how my day went.

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  It's the same shitty routine for me every 
day, Honey.  Wake up, shower, eat breakfast...

I give her the usual bullshit response "it was great". I get 
comfortable on the couch and turn on the T.V after Jonathan's 
finished his homework to play both of our favorite game Super 
Smash Bros. Brawl.

>GEARBOLT:  I suspect his punctuation-challenged father always 
SKIPPED his homework as a child.

We just love getting competitive over that game. We sit down to 
dinner and have long conversations of different subjects like 
stuff about my high school years or how Jonathan's day was.

>GEARBOLT: (Jonathan)  My day?  Same shitty routine as always, 
Dad.
>ARNOLD: (narrator)  Then Jonathan says something that earns him 
the belt, and he hides in the closet while me and Elaine scream 
at each other 'til the police show up. I get rid of the cops, 
give Elaine a couple o' slaps and we all go to bed early like 
usual.

Stuff like that. Once dinner is finished, we all wash up, and go 
to bed. I think you get the picture now. Same routine every 
fucking day.
Today, I did my usual daily morning routine. I got to the office 
at about 9:30. I sat down on my black, leather chair in my 
cubicle, picked up my cup of coffee, and began the day.

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  Just for fun, I made the sun rise extra 
early today. No sleeping in for Calexico THIS fine morning!

However, my assistant Alan just abruptly came in with all these 
boxes and folders.
"Alan, what the hell is all this? Did your wife kick you out or 
something?" I said jokingly.

>ARNOLD: "Yeah, she did," Alan said not-so-jokingly.  An awkward 
silence followed, punctuated by Alan's quiet sobs.

"Haha, screw you man, I was just told to bring this case file to 
you" Alan said,"apparently, no one wants this case. You're lucky 
day I could say, 



>GEARBOLT: (alan) --but I won't, 'cuz that wouldn't make sense 
grammatically.

it seems like a big case."
"Wow that's a lot of shit I need to get to. No wonder no one 
wants this. Well thanks man, I'll get to it then." I said.
"No problem." Alan said just as he left.
I picked up the folders first to see what I was dealing with. To 
my surprise, I saw that I just picked up a murder case. 12 year 
old, Sasha Galindo found dead in abandoned warehouse. Just seeing
the title of the case made me sick.

>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  Of all the sissy names you could burden a 
kid with, "Sasha" was truly King of the Pussies.

Just as any parent would I thought of my little Jonathan. That 
could have easily been him.

>LARS:  Then he'd have one less part of his shitty day-to-day 
routine to bitch about.

Thank God it wasn't.
I went through the folder and found some crime scene photos. 
There were pictures of the walls all covered in poor Sasha's 
blood. The picture of the body was sickening. Her face had been 
removed. According to the report, the face had not been found, 
but DNA and hair tests proved it was Sasha. I found the coroners 
report; in it, it said the face was surgically, and symmetrically
removed, almost as if a professional plastic surgeon had done it.
As I started looking through the crates, I came upon

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  --the face, itself, and began to scream like
a monkey on acid.

the interview some detective had with the parents. I took the 
recorder out and played it:
"November 14, 2012: Case of Sasha Galindo and her murder"

>LARS: (detective)  Mostly her murder.  I mean, obviously.  
Wouldn't be a police case if it was just details of her normal 
life BEFORE she'd had her cute little face peeled like a banana.
>GEAR & ARNOLD: (parents)  *melodramatic bawling*
>LARS: (detective)  Keep it down!  I'm RECORDING over here!

The detective began talking.
"Mr. and Mrs. Galindo, if I may, I would like to ask a few 
questions about your daughter, Sasha." said the detective.

>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  Then the parents began talking.

"Yes," said Mrs. Galindo,"We'll answer any questions to help. By 
all means."



"Thank you. First, when did you find out your daughter was 
missing?" asked the detective.
"The night before she died," said Mr. Galindo,"she had gone 
missing."

>ARNOLD: (detective)  She went missing, you say?
>GEARBOLT: (Mr Galindo)  Yes.  The night before she died, in 
fact.
>ARNOLD: (detective)  So she went missing, and THEN she died?
>LARS:  I'm pulling the brake cable on this bit right now.

"We're the police notified and we're you with or without her when
she was abducted?"

>GEARBOLT:  "We are the police notified, and we are you."
>LARS:  Original pasta translated by Data East.

"Yes," said Mrs. Galindo,"we immediately called 911. We had just 
finished dinner and she took a shower and went to bed. I heard a 
loud knocking noise in her room, so I went to go check on her, 
but as I turned on the light, I noticed she wasn't in her bed. I 
screamed and my husband searched the whole house, even the whole 
neighborhood for her as I called 911.

>GEARBOLT: (Mrs Galindo)  I have him well-trained to search the 
entire block at my slightest squeal.  Don't I, Dear?
>ARNOLD: (Mr Galindo, lifelessly)  YES WIFE.

The officer came by, but told us there was no sign of forced 
entry or break in, so he to investigate the whole premises."
"She never turned up." Mr. Galindo added.
"I see", the detective said.

>LARS: "You god-damned idiot," the detective added.

"We were taken into the station to get ourselves cleared," said 
Mrs. Galindo now tearing up,"I still remember the last words she 
said to me. She told me she loved me and that she would see us in
the mornin-". Mrs. Galindo broke into tears.
"If it's alright officer," said Mr. Galindo softly,

>ARNOLD: (Mr Golindo)  --I'd like to get down to the pub before 
she starts with the sissy wailin' and blubberin'.

"I'll answer any further questions. I don't want to put my wife 
through so much that she can't handle."
"Very well," said the detective," I understand. I have one more 
question."
"Yes, anything." said Mr. Galindo.

>LARS: (detective)  Are you bored with this story yet?  I'm about
ready to shoot myself.



"There was a, um, note next to your daughters body the night we 
found her," said the detective,"we don't have any leads to whom 
it is addressed to, but luckily it was hand-written. We'd like to
show you to see if you could identify the writing."
"Yes," Mr. Galindo said coldly, and shocked,"I definitely 
recognize this writing.. oh my.."

>ARNOLD: (detective)  Sir, that's a doily.  I haven't given you 
the letter yet.

"What," asked the detective,"who's is it?"
"It's hers," said Mr. Galindo,"it's Sasha's writing."
The tape ended with a loud screech, and then silence.

>GEARBOLT:  Sorry, that was me.  This story makes me wanna scream
my guts out.

I guess it was a faulty recorder. They need to fix these damn 
things. I found the note in a sheet protector. As I read it, I 
got cold shivers running up the hairs in the back of my neck, and
I felt my stomach drop.

>LARS: (narrator)  It rolled down three flights of stairs and 
bounced into traffic, causing an eleven-car pileup.  It was worse
than that time my jaw dropped and broke my foot!

The letter said this:
"17 he needs, 17 is all. All children, all must be children. The 
children have it all. What they use to see, what they use to eat,
what they use to smell, that's what he needs. And I shall give it
to him. This is ONE."

>GEARBOLT:  Wasn't that Gary Glitter's first hit?
>ARNOLD:  Aw...

I packed up immediately that day and went home. I drove home just
thinking too much. What could this mean? Why would a little girl 
write this?

>GEARBOLT:  A hundred dollars says we never find out.
>ARNOLD:  I'll take that bet.

Did she even write this? I started thinking of Jonathan. I would 
give my life for that boy. Whoever this psychopath is, he won't 
get to my family.
As I got home, I was so happy to see my family. More than I had 
ever been in my life.

>ARNOLD:  So "indifferent" rather than "bored and resentful."  
Any positive change is a GOOD change, I says.



"I think Jonathan might have a new friend," Elaine told me 
smiling as I entered the house,"he's been talking to someone he 
says he calls Cesar. Haha, it's so cute."
"Oh wow, let's maybe see if we can get to know this 'Cesar'."

>LARS: (Little Cesar)  Hmneahh!  You don't wanna get ta know a 
fella like ME, see?  Hmneahhh!

"Hi dad!", said Jonathan as he ran up to me giving me a big hug.
"Hey there kid," I said,"how was your day? I heard you made a new
friend."
"Yeah," he said,"his name is Cesar."
"Do you think I could get to meet Cesar?", I asked.
"Mm, I don't know, he doesn't really like grown-ups, but I'll 
tell him about you and all the cool stuff you do and maybe he 
will wanna meet you cause you're the best dad in the world!", 
Jonathan said.
"Haha", I chuckled,"well you tell him all that stuff later cause 
you need to get washed up for dinner."
"Okay." Jonathan said, then eagerly ran up the hall to the 
bathroom.
"Our kid is really creative, huh?" Elaine said.

>GEARBOLT: (Elaine)  Our dialogue is really stilted, huh?

"Yeah," I said,"hey listen, I got a case about a murder." I said 
to Elaine.
"Oooh, too scared or what huh?" Elaine teased.

>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  Elaine, whom I had just spoken to just 
now, as she was the only one left in the room besides me, the one
she was teasing.

"Ha, no just I don't want Jonathan getting into the stuff so the 
work room needs to be off limits to him." I said with a smile.

>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  --to Elaine.
>LARS:  I wonder if Gear hates this author a little bit.

"Will do," said Elaine. She gave me a sweet, passionate kiss 
after.
We all sat down for dinner, and quickly got ready for bed.

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  Everyone ready for dinner?  Arrite, time for
bed!

I couldn't shake off of what happened today. That case was just 
unbelievable. It was midnight. We were all in bed. A loud 
stomping awoke Elaine and I.
"Damn kid what's he doing up this late?" I said.



>GEARBOLT: (Elaine)  It's just the sound of the abrupt scene 
transition, Dear.  Go back to bed.

"Calm down, Christian", Elaine said,"he's probably just playing 
with Cesar."
"Oh yeah," I said chuckling,"I'll go check on him."
I got out of bed and went into his room. He was fast asleep. 
"Huh," I thought,"that's a bit weird."

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  That's when Cesar stepped out of the shadows
and kneecapped me.
>LARS: (Little Cesar)  A rat, ehh?  We all know what happens to 
RATS around here, DON'T we?  Hmneahh!

"He's in his bed fast asleep." I told Elaine.
"Maybe the neighbors are just getting it on tonight", Elaine said
jokingly.

>GEARBOLT:  *barely contains rage*  You hear sounds in your own 
house and assume it's the neighbors "doing it."  You...You SILLY 
person.

"At least someone is getting some," I said,"but I could have 
sworn it was in the living room"
"Just ignore it," said Elaine," and get some sleep."

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  At least SOMEONE is getting some sleep.
>GEARBOLT: (Elaine)  You're about to get some FOOT in your ASS!

We both fell asleep....

"What's that," Jonathan asked to something in the emptiness, "I 
don't know what you mean by 15 left Cesar, go to sleep, and stop 
running in the halls, you're wake my parents up."

>ARNOLD:  ..........
>LARS:  ..........
>GEARBOLT:  ..........Somebody owes me a hundred dollars.
>ARNOLD:  John Madden Fuckballs...!
>LARS:  Okay then.  So we never know what's up with Cesar, nor 
why he wants children's faces, nor why it has to be seventeen.  
The author just got bored with the pasta and decided to pinch it 
off.
>GEARBOLT:  I'm not complaining.

------------------------------------------------

"Didn't get a damn thing from reading that," said Arnold.
"Me neither," groaned Gearbolt as she returned to playing 

with her goggles.
"Maybe the next clue will put things in perspective," said 

Lars as he opened the fridge.



Out rolled the perforated corpse of Mr Ludlum, his face 
frozen in a slightly humorous expression of terror and confusion.
He'd been converted into a makeshift knife rack:  each of the 
missing kitchen knives was embedded in a different vital organ.

All but the meat cleaver were present.
"The missing knives," said Arnold, scratching his chin. 

"That's ONE mystery solved."
Lars said nothing, as his jaw was gaping wide in a silent 

scream.
A shrill giggle echoed throughout the kitchen.  Everyone 

stood perfectly still.
"Guys," said Gearbolt, "I think I found the chef."
The ecto-spectrometer's x-ray view of the pantry showed a 

glowing skeleton standing on the other side of the door -- it was
grinning right at Gearbolt, who stood only ten feet away.  In its
right hand was the missing meat cleaver.

Gearbolt tore the goggles from her head and stepped back as 
the pantry door swung open.  The figure stepped into the dim 
kitchen light, wearing a white hoodie, black jeans, black 
sneakers and gloves.  The face was a hideous lump of leathery, 
chalk-white flesh wreathed in scraggly black hair, the mouth 
stretched into a ghoulish grin, bulging boogly eyes staring 
eternally.

The little man giggled, "Go to sleeeeeep..."
"Is this a joke?" said Gearbolt, more irritated than 

terrified.
"No," said Lars weakly, "it's not.  That's Jeff the Killer."

 



Event 2: Abort! ABORT!

"This turd's gonna fly!" said Gearbolt, bending at the knees
and tapping her heels together just as Jeff the Killer lurched 
forward with the cleaver raised.

Shoe turbines roared to life and launched Gearbolt under 
Jeff's swing, through the hall door -- knocking it off its hinges
in the process -- and through the wall across the hallway, 
spilling rats, spiders, bones, and chunks of plaster onto the 
carpet.  The turbines choked and wheezed and went silent -- the 
view of the room through the child-sized hole in the wall was 
obscured by a thick veil of white dust.

Jeff the Killer stared in awe for a moment.  Then his bug-
eyes leered at Lars, and he giggled again.  He darted forward, 
leaping onto the kitchen counter, poised for an underhanded swing
at Lars's head.

Arnold was faster:  he grabbed a frying pan hanging over the
oven and parried the attack with it, then swatted Jeff in the 
face with its hard iron bottom.  Jeff reeled and tumbled head-
over-heels off the kitchen counter, landing face-first on the 
tile floor.  He was already leaping back to his feet when Arnold 
dragged Lars out the hall door where Gearbolt had disappeared.

"Is she okay?" said Arnold as Lars ducked through the 
Gearbolt-shaped hole in the wall, calling to the girl.

Jeff the Killer leapt out from the kitchen, cleaver in his 
hand.  Arnold turned to face him, ready for Round 2.

They heard Lars curse loudly and drop to the floor as the 
turbines sputtered.

Gearbolt flew out of her wall-hole like a bullet, slamming 
square into Jeff's chest -- the rocket-propelled preteen carried 
Jeff across the kitchen, using the maniac as a shield as she 
smashed the kitchen, dining room, and smoking room doors to 
splinters.

Once back in the hallway she took a hard right and sailed 
through the foyer and up another twisting corridor, now with Jeff
hanging onto the back of her jeans for dear life, trailing behind
her like a giggling wind sock.

"Where'd you FIND that kid?" said Arnold.
"Ask the Crapola chief," said Lars, panting with his hand to

his heart.  "I'm pretty sure a blood ritual was involved."

-------------------------

Skylar's shoes had run out of rocket fuel at the elevator 
hall, where an old-timey lift was on duty, complete with a 
retractable gate and early-20th-century lift lever.

Now Skylar and Fury sat across from each other on the carpet
as Fury delicately pulled the shoes off her feet.  Once they were
off he gingerly laid them in opposite corners of the elevator 
hall to avoid setting them off again.



"As soon as we get home," said Skylar, "I'm gonna, like, put
a bag over that little stray's head and bash it with a hammer."

Fury sighed, looking back the way they'd come -- a 
candelabra-lit corridor that seems to stretch forever.  After 
staring a minute, he pointed and said, "That's a different 
hallway than we came up."

"That figures," sighed Skylar as she stood and stretched her
aching legs. "Place is a friggin' labyrinth.  Just gotta, like, 
find another way back to the front door, or something."

From somewhere in the lodge came the prolonged wail of 
Gearbolt, which seemed to be getting louder by the second.

"Or we could follow the screams," said Fury.
Gearbolt came soaring around the corner of an intersection 

two blocks up the candlelit corridor, her rocket-shoes sputtering
and choking, with the cleaver-wielding Jeff dragging behind her: 
she took the corner so sharply that Jeff lost his grip and 
bounced across the intersection like a tumbleweed until he was 
out of sight.

Gearbolt rolled down the hallway toward Skylar and Crimson 
Fury, her balance thrown by the turn and the dwindling stability 
of her shoe-rockets.  Jeff appeared again, already back on his 
feet, sprinting after the squealing preteen.

"Is that Jeff the Killer?" said Fury, more in bemusement 
than anything.

Skylar huffed.  "Great, the lodge is so desperate it brings 
creepypastas to life.  Worst haunted house EVER."

Gearbolt's rockets finally sputtered and died, causing her 
to faceplant on the carpet at Fury's feet, with the rampaging 
Jeff only a few yards behind her, his bulging eyes fixed on her 
neck.  Fury stepped over the splayed girl and into Jeff's path; 
the maniac's dead eyes locked with his and he raised his cleaver,
giggling hysterically.

Fury danced around Jeff's swing and rolled with the attack, 
spinning into a rock-hard elbow to the back of Jeff's head.  Jeff
staggered through the elevator's open gate and face-first into 
the back wall.  Skylar moved to close him in, but he spun around 
and lashed downward with the cleaver, gashing her right knee.

Skylar rattled off a string of curses as she stumbled 
backward, clutching her bleeding knee; she tripped over the prone
Gearbolt and knocked her head against the wall with a dull THUD, 
instantly going limp.

Fury met Jeff just as the pale-faced maniac came out of the 
elevator, taking a swing at Fury's head.  Fury ducked the swing 
and pivoted into a devastating elbow to Jeff's solar plexus -- 
the killer wheezed, dropping the cleaver, but remaining on his 
feet.  Fury followed up with a double-axe-kick to the face, 
knocking the maniac back into the elevator.  He lunged on Jeff, 
only to catch a horse-like kick to the midsection that bowled him
back into the hallway.  Jeff threw the gate shut and flipped the 
lever to the fifth floor, cackling madly as the elevator swiftly 
whisked up the shaft and vanished into the darkness above.



Gearbolt groaned and looked up at the scowling Skylar, her 
glittery pink scarf wrapped around her bloody knee as a gaudy 
bandage.  In one white-knuckled fist was Jeff's cleaver.

"Eep!" said Gearbolt as she bounded to her feet.  She ran 
past the elevators, further down the hall, and through the first 
door on her left, slamming it behind her.

"Ya ruined my scarf, ya little buzzkill!" shouted Skylar.
Fury easily removed the cleaver from her hand as she hobbled

past him.  "Kill each other later, will ya?  You need to get 
patched up."

The door Gearbolt fled through was locked.  He rapped on it 
and said, "Open up, Kid.  We need to find some bandages for your 
friend."

"What's the password?" said Gearbolt just beyond the door.
"Is it, 'We promise not to murder you?'" said Fury.
"Hold on," she said.  This was followed by sounds of 

rustling papers and slamming drawers, then rapid scribbling.
A crudely written document slid out from under the door, 

followed by a ball-point pen.  The paper read, "No-Murder 
Contract.  The party of the first part, herein referred to as 
Crimson Fury and Skylar, promises not to injure, maim, or murder 
the party of the second part, herein referred to as Gearbolt, for
the foreseeable future."  At the end, three crooked signature 
lines.

"Get serious!" said Skylar.
"There's a first aid kit in here," said Gearbolt.  "And 

something else you'll wanna see.  Hurry up and sign the 
contract."

-------------------------

The room was a study, with a big oak desk, one wall lined 
with oak bookcases, and a small fireplace along another wall.  
Sitting atop the fireplace mantle was a vintage-looking 
electronic clock, ticking silently away.  A door to the right of 
the fireplace led into a small washroom, where Skylar -- with 
little hearts fluttering in her eyes -- sat on the toilet seat 
and watched Crimson Fury as he taped up her injured knee.

"You, uh...okay?" said Fury.  "You look anemic."
"I'm, like, super," sighed Skylar.
Fury shook his head.  He stood and walked into the study, 

where Gearbolt sat at the desk, spinning 'round and 'round in 
Uncle Elwood's big leather chair.  "Where was Arnold when you saw
him last?" he said.

Gearbolt shrugged.  "Kitchen.  Ten blocks back."
Fury sighed.  "You said you found something of interest in 

here."
Gearbolt nodded, withdrew a stapled document from her lap 

and plopped it onto the desktop.  Fury and Skylar leaned over the
desk to look at it.

"Uncle Elwood wrote creepypastas?" said Skylar.



"The treasure clues are creepypastas, dumbass," said 
Gearbolt.  "Remember the riddle in the will about Auntie Lytt, 
perfect vision, and 17 faces?  We found one of these on the 
fridge earlier, called 17 Faces."  She pointed to the title of 
the pasta on the desk.  "This one's called '20-20.'  I found it 
in the top desk drawer."

"20-20 would be perfect vision, all right," said Fury.  He 
started opening the desk drawers.  "Did you check the rest?  
Maybe there's more clues--?"

In the second drawer was a small white remote with a single 
button.  Fury took it out and examined it, squinting.

"There's a lotta weird stuff in the drawers," said Gearbolt.
She opened the bottom drawer and pulled out a hideous hand puppet
of Arnold Odysseus.  "I wouldn't mess with any of it."

Fury said nothing and stared in horror at the large-chinned,
plastic-headed caricature of his Hawaiian friend.  It grinned 
stupidly back at him.

"So what's the clue?" said Skylar.
"We gotta read the pasta and figure it out," said Gearbolt.
"Okay," said Fury cautiously.  "Let's get it over with.  

Just...put the puppet away.  Forever."

------------------------------------------------

20-20

Author: MJTR

There are still conflicting reports regarding what exactly 
happened the morning of February first, 2009 in the tiny 
Californian community of Actis and what took place over the 
course of the next several months. When asked, only a few 
neighbors admitted to knowing anything about the resident of the 
house that came into question and only a teenage boy out jogging 
and an elderly woman walking her dog recall the sight of a stout 
little man with a long beard approaching the place.

>GEARBOLT:  Currently three people were sitting reading yet 
another creepypasta which will probably be of poor quality as 
evidenced by the runaway train of text and minimal punctuation in
the exhaustive and confusing opening paragraph.

A pounding came on the door in the little community that dreary 
morning. It took several minutes for anyone to answer, the home's
owner no doubt unused to company, particularly so early in the 
morning. The home's owner was a woman in her late thirty's, 
wearing a worn flannel and a pair of sweatpants, scratching at 
her eyes.

>SKYLAR: (woman, clawing her eyes out) GET AWAY FROM THIS EVIL 
PLACE! THE THINGS I'VE SEEN! AAAHAHAHAHA!



“Can I help you?” She asked, her tongue swirling in her mouth, 
trying to wipe away all the bile.

>FURY: (visitor)  For a start, you can try not to barf all over 
me.

She was not used to being awake so early, not anymore at least.
“Mrs... Walsh, is it?” the knocker asked.
“Not since the divorce,” she said sarcastically. “Miss Walsh.”

>SKYLAR:  She married another person named Walsh?

“Ah yes yes, Miss Cassandra Walsh. I am here on behalf of-”
“Can I get my contacts in?” She interrupted impatiently, “I can't
even see you.”
“Oh of course. I will be right here.”
Cassandra left for a few minutes, walking into the bathroom just 
down the hall and again scratching her eyes when she walked out,

>SKYLAR: (Cassandra, clawing eyes out)  BLOOD!  BLOOD IN THE 
BATHTUB!  AHAHAHAHA-- *vomits*
>FURY: (visitor)  Uhh, I'll...come back later...

only to be taken aback when she saw the man who had approached 
her house, muttering, “Jesus” under her breath as she did.
He was ugly. There is no way around it, he was ugly. Standing 
only barely over five feet, balding, a nose like a hog's and two 
eyebrows like giant, fuzzy caterpillars devouring his upper face.
“Did you say something?” He asked.

>GEARBOLT: (Cassandra)  I got some thuricide in the garage if you
want help with your caterpillar problem.

“No... No. What did you need now?”
“May I come in?” He asked gingerly.
“I don't mean to offend you sir,” she said under her breath, “But
I'm a former cop. Excuse me if I have a bit of a problem with 
strange men approaching houses at weird times of day. Now cut to 
the chase.”

>GEARBOLT: (visitor)  Sorry, didn't get a word of that, as you 
were TALKING UNDER YOUR BREATH.

“Very well, very well,” the man said calmly. “My name is Bertram.
I work for a little company called 'A Vision of Tomorrow', you 
filled out a survey for us on the internet last year.”
“I did?” Cassandra asked. “What was it regarding?”

>FURY: (Bertram)  Terrible creepypastas.



“We are a firm of optometrists Miss Walsh. We deal with sight and
were looking for subjects to participate in a study involving a 
new pair of glasses.”
“I prefer contacts, as we've already established,” she muttered.
“Oh but these are not normal glasses,” he replied. “They are an 
experimental set of corrective vision lenses.”

>SKYLAR: Soooo GLASSES.

Cassandra raised an eyebrow, “Corrective vision?”
“Yes, you wear them and, over time, they repair your vision. 
We're very close to perfecting them and just need a few more 
subjects, and you did sign up last year.”
“I still don't remember that, but I guess it was a while ago,” 
she said. “Just what's the catch here?”

>FURY:  Former police officer, ladies and gentlemen!  Astute AND 
skeptical!

“No catch,” Bertram assured. “We just need a few more case 
studies to put these on the market officially. And of course 
you'll be paid a large sum of cash for your services to us.”
Cassandra gave the man a last long look before asking, “Is there 
a contract I have to sign?”

>ALL:  *evil, maniacal laughter*

Bertram smiled at her and reached into the briefcase he had at 
his side. Miss Walsh examined the thing in passing, noting only 
the bare minimum of its information before exclaiming, “Ten 
thousand dollars a month?! You want to pay me ten thousand 
dollars a month?!”
“Visions of Tomorrow is a very wealthy little side project of 
some very powerful investors,” Bertram replied.

>GEARBOLT: (Bertram)  Mostly based in Nigeria, of course.

“If we get these corrective lenses correct, we can revolutionize 
the world of optometry!

>FURY:  And redundancy.

And we're asking you and a select few others to help us perfect 
the product. What do you say?”
Miss Walsh's corrective lenses arrived in the mail not quite two 
weeks later,

>FURY:  Yup.  Former police officer, trained to have a nose for 
crooks and conmen.
>GEARBOLT: (Cassandra)  He's ass-ugly.  Seems legit.



including with it an official set of documents and a journal to 
record the going-ons of her days. Shaking her head at the concept
of how easy her next few paychecks would be, Cassandra Walsh 
slipped the glasses on, frowning shortly thereafter. They did not
appear to do anything. Was she to call the distributor? Raise a 
fuss? She reexamined the documents and noted they would take some
getting used to. Shrugging to herself a little, Cassandra Welsh 
went about her day with the glasses on.

>SKYLAR:  And her name changed.

She read through the job openings, knowing she'd need hiring 
again sooner or later, read through The Kitchen God's Wife, a 
favorite book of hers,

>GEARBOLT:  --next to The Color Purple, Obasan, Lakota Woman, I 
Rigoberta Menchu, and scores of others that drive home the point 
that our character is an independent female.

and lazily watched the news, the glasses still not seeming to 
offer her anything.
As she continued to note the ineffectiveness of the glasses, the 
day finally came, about five days in, when things began to appear
pristine. Cassandra Walsh was taken aback by the suddenly clearer
world around her.

>FURY: (narrator)  She adopted the name Walsh again, so joyous 
was she!
>GEARBOLT:  It became suddenly clearer to me how desperately this
story needed proofreading.

Her jaw laid slack as she effortlessly read the paper and her 
books with the utmost ease. For the first time since leaving the 
force, Miss Walsh found something enjoyable in her days.

>GEARBOLT: (Cassandra)  Back in those days, we didn't HAVE 
creepypastas.  We had professionally written horror tales, and we
LIKED it that way!

Soon she seemed to nearly look forward to sliding the glasses on 
every day, knowing she would soon see better as a result.

>GEARBOLT:  *bangs head against wall, moaning*
>SKYLAR: *pats her shoulder*  It's okay, Sweetie. You'll get 
through this.  You've faced worse.

She would write every day for the next two weeks that the glasses
seemed to be serving her very well. Everything looked so clear, 
everything felt so comforting.
One night, after a long day of rushing from government building 
to government building, finalizing odds and ends leftover from 
her divorce, Miss Walsh pulled into a nearby McDonald's and 



ordered a quarter pounder with cheese, tired from all the driving
and annoying governmental personnel, looking forward the simply 
pleasure of the sandwich.

>SKYLAR:  I think we found the source of her nasty bile-mouth.

She double took when she saw her meal. She never noticed how oily
the cheese looked as it seemed to seep off the top of the patty, 
which itself looked misshapen and as if it had been a rotten hunk
of meat pounded into submission. The mess soaked into the bun, 
rendering the whole thing a disgusting looking mess. Cassandra 
Walsh in a rage drove up and demanded to know what she was being 
served, only for the surely acne ridden teenager inside to cut 
her off shouting, “We're a McDonald's! The fuck did you expect?”

>FURY:  I wonder why Mrs Magoo, here, was kicked off the police 
force.

As the third week of the test began Cassandra found herself 
trying to rub off headaches more and more. She was beginning to 
wonder if there could really be negative sides to the glasses- 
the sun looked too red, the light bulbs looked too yellow, she 
just wasn't used to it.

>GEARBOLT:  Well, to be fair, few people on earth can get used to
STARING INTO THE SUN.

But with no other stream of steady income, she continued to wear 
them, recording her thoughts on the process every day. Slowly and
steadily, she noted she was indeed seeing a little better before 
putting the glasses on. Success seemed inevitable, though what 
cost would accompany it she did not know.

>FURY:  For starters, the narration somehow getting WORSE.

At a month into the project Miss Walsh received an unexpected 
visit from her parents. The three had been close since her 
childhood

>FURY: (narrator)  One of them had even given BIRTH to her!
>SKYLAR:  Well that was nice of 'em.
>GEARBOLT:  I beg to differ.

and she was elated to have someone else around her lonely little 
home.
And yet something was just... Different about Miss Walsh's 
mother. She couldn't put her finger on it, but something was 
wrong...

>FURY:  The narration used metaphors to instill unease in the 
reader OH WAIT



Cassandra Walsh had nightmares that night. She saw a woman-like 
creature with a tongue nearly down to her knees, drool dripping 
down her lips, her entire upper body composed of deep colored, 
half rotten breasts, swinging around as she startled what 
appeared to be a stalagmite embedded in the ground. Cassandra 
Walsh awoke with a shock, sweat dripping down her forehead, 
nearly unable to breath.
She knew it. The thing bore the face of her mother.
The mother she knew, as a child, she had seen with other men 
while her father was away on business trips... Why was she 
remembering this now, she wondered? It didn't make any sense... 
What was she thinking? What was she seeing?

>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  Will the READERS at least get the answers 
to these questions?  Will they even care?  Why are they still 
reading anyway?  What are they trying to prove?

The testing with the glasses continued and Cassandra Walsh only 
continued to find herself disillusioned. The streets looked 
dirtier, the fumes flying out the back of her car looked darker 
and more malevolent, what was it that was happening to the world?
Fast food looked like nothing but slop, people on the streets 
looked mean spirited, ugly.

>FURY:  Congratulations, Cassie, your eyes work normally now.
>SKYLAR: (narrator)  The sky looked too blue, the trees leafier 
than before.
>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  Every dump she took looked brown and 
gross.  What was happening to her?!

It couldn't have anything to do with her glasses... With this 
experiment... Could it?

>ALL:  *loud, painful facepalm*

As she sat with these thoughts, she jumped at the screech of her 
phone. Swallowing, she answered it.
“Hello there Miss Walsh, how are you doing this evening?”

>SKYLAR: (Cassandra)  I just swallowed my phone.  I'll call you 
back.

“Is... Is this Bertram?” She asked carefully.
“I am pleased you remember me,” the voice said as if it was 
smiling. “Yes, I'm calling from Visions of the Future, how are 
you doing this evening?”
“I'm... I'm fine,” she assured him.
“Good, good,” Bertram said. “The tests are about at their halfway
point now and I wanted to ask you a few questions about those 
glasses.”

>FURY: (Bertram)  For starters, how are you doing this evening?



>SKYLAR: (Cassandra)  Stop saying that!

“Su... Sure,” Cassandra Walsh hesitated. It had been days since 
she had left the house and days since she had worn the glasses. 
Her vision was better, indeed, but the world still just seemed 
all the more hellish.
“Have you worn them as instructed?”
“Yes.”
“Are you keeping up with the journals alright?”
“Yes sir I am.”
“Have you attempted to go without the glasses at all?”
“Didn't you say you were from “Visions of Tomorrow?” when we 
first met?” There was a silence as the words slipped past 
Cassandra Walsh's mouth, her heart racing as she said it, anger 
building up in her. “Hello?! Just who the hell is this?!”
“You're quite astute Miss Walsh,” Bertram said. “Quite astute 
indeed.”

>GEARBOLT:  I can't help feeling "quite astute indeed" is 
reserved for OTHER characters who IMMEDIATELY pick up on name 
changes.

“Who the hell are you?! What the fuck did any of this mean? Just 
who is it you're working for and... And just what the fuck is 
going on?”

>SKYLAR: (Cassandra)  Answer all of these questions in order, 
please!

“We're a more... Independent business than we built up,” Bertram 
said. “I need to give you credit Miss Walsh, the other subjects 
cracked well before now, you're fairing very well.”
“Other- subjects?!” She was letting out horrified screams now. 

>FURY: (Bertram)  The OTHER people partaking in the same 
EXPERIMENT, as I mentioned on DAY ONE.  Why must you have the 
memory of a goldfish?!

“What... What the fuck does any of that mean?! Who are you 
people?”

>FURY: (Bertram)  BERTRAM!  VISIONS OF THE FUTURE!  We've been 
OVER this SEVERAL TIMES!

“That is none of your concern,” Bertram remarked.
“Bullshit! Just what is-”
“It is us who know you Miss Walsh,” the increasingly threatening 
but ever calm voice said. “We selected you for our tests 
because... Well, you're just so well grounded. Comfortable 
Atheist since high school, divorced your husband because you 
didn't want children... You even got kicked off the force because
you liked to watch criminals writhe...



>SKYLAR:  PERFECTLY well grounded!  Yessiree!

 You don't let anyone else's rules apply to you Miss Walsh, and 
that's a very... Logical way to live. 

>FURY:  This pasta was written by a teenager.
>GEARBOLT:  I run red lights all the time because I am a LOGICAL 
PERSON.

And we've been looking for a very logical young woman like 
yourself.”
“Would you... Would you stop talking like that you fucking piece 
of shit?!” She screamed. “I'm not some subject of yours!

>FURY:  You agreed to the experiment!  You signed a contract and 
everything!  That makes you a subject!
>SKYLAR:  I'd hate to see this lady play Risk.  Or Flux.  Or, 
like, any game that involves rules and stuff.

How... How do you even know all those things?! Who are you 
people?!”
“Good bye Miss Walsh,” Bertram said. “I have much work left to 
do. I hope all is well with you these days, have a good night.”
“Wait!” She yelled. “Wait, please take these glasses back! I- I 
don't want them anymore!”
“You're only saying that because they managed to do their job,” 
Bertram said.

>GEARBOLT:  At last, a character who makes sense!

“Have a good night Miss Walsh.”
Click.

>SKYLAR: (Cassandra)  What does that mean?!  Who the fuck are 
you?!

Day after day did Miss Walsh remain in her house. She had thrown 
out the glasses but was now too terrified of what Bertram had 
said. What if her sight had been corrected? She couldn't go out, 
there was no way she just kept telling herself.

>SKYLAR:  There's no way she just kept telling herself WHAT?
>GEARBOLT:  Don't argue with the narrative, Skylar.  Just go with
it.

But she could only wait so long. She ripped open a bag of Doritos
in her cupboard only to see tiny bits of green seemingly gnawing 
at the chips. In a grotesque stupor, she checking the expiration 
date- there were still weeks remaining, they were still good.



>SKYLAR:  You bought Cool Ranch by mistake, idiot!  They're 
supposed to look like that!

Knowing she couldn't keep forever, Cassandra Walsh searched the 
house for a pair of sunglasses and found some old black paint, 
using it to completely cover the lenses. Out into the night she 
walked. She knew a way to a little store on the corner by heart. 
She could get some resources, fresh ones exclusively, and keep 
herself alive until she could figure out something to do. She 
would walk, unable to be around the grunge of her car.
She was about halfway to the store when a beat up old BMW pulled 
by, a number of twenty-something year olds yelling out at her.

>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  Despite wearing sunglasses with painted 
lenses, she immediately deduced the make and condition of the 
car, and the age and gender of the people inside it.
>FURY:  Man, the police force dropped the ball when they fired 
her.

“Yo milf!” One of them yelled. “You headed anywhere in a hurry?” 
She ignored him.
“Hey lady, your husband said my dick is bigger than his, you 
wanna find out?” She began to move faster.
“Oooh, you hurrying now? Wait up chica, I like to take it slow!”
She was at a full run, but the car of laughing delinquents pulled
forward and cut her off by pulling into an empty parking lot. She
tried to run but the men were far too quick for her. She was out 
of shape, only managing to pepper spray one, crippling him 
quickly

>FURY: (narrator)  --as his eyes boiled like oatmeal in their 
sockets.  She stun-gunned another, vaporizing his body and 
blasting his eternal soul into chunks of ectoplasm.
>SKYLAR:  FINALLY the story gets entertaining!

but the other two managed to beat her toward their car. She 
opened her mouth to scream but she could hear the sound of an 
opening switchblade and feel its cold steel pressing against her 
neck.
“Calm down crazy lady and climb in the car... We gonna go for a 
ride.”
They must have driven for an hour or so before they ripped the 
glasses off of her. Cassandra Walsh, bound to the ground, unable 
to move an inch could not stop screaming. Before her were what 
appeared to be three demons. Their tongues hung out and low, they
all seemed to have hundreds of eyes covering their burning red 
bodies, all looking down at her. Their nails and teeth were all 
razor sharp and between all of their legs was another face, a 
roarful expression on across its lips as its tongue licked at the
tears on her face.

>FURY:  SYMBOLISM!



>GEARBOLT:  "...a roarful expression on across its lips."  Okay, 
I'm done.  Wake me when it's over.

“Relax there baby!” One of the beasts said. “We gonna be 
gentle... Real gentle, all over, all at once!”
There are still conflicting reports regarding what exactly 
happened the morning of April, 2009 in the tiny Californian 
community of Actis.

>FURY:  Oh, HELL no!  The pasta is starting over!
>ALL:  WAAAUUGHH!

When asked, only a few neighbors admitted to knowing anything 
about the resident of the house that came into question and only 
the paper boy recalled the sight of a stout little man with a 
long beard approaching the place surrounded by police and medical
personnel.

>FURY:  Oh, nevermind, it's totally different.  No, wait, 
"different" isn't the word I'm--
>GEARBOLT:  "Inconsistent."
>FURY:  That's it!

Past various people arguing and sobbing he walked, no one seeming
to give him any mind, as if he was not there at all. He slipped 
past all the yellow tape and made his way into the house, 
collecting a pair of spectacles out of a trash can and sliding 
them on as he examined the place. There was a trail of dirt left 
by the police

>FURY:  Real professional, guys.  Track mud all over the crime 
scene.

and concerned relatives that led all around the house, but this 
man instinctively knew exactly where to go.
He found all he was looking for in the upstairs bathroom. He 
looked down at the ground, glasses on, and remarked to himself, 
“So beautiful it is... Truly so lovely, whatever anyone else 
says.”

>SKYLAR:  Later Bertram founded the website "Rate My Poo."

There are no words for just what he saw with those glasses on, it
was a sight simply of too much awe and wonder.

>ALL:  COPOUT.

Though grimaced a tad at the misshapen, bloody metal tool lying 
next to it. Long, almost wire like.

>GEARBOLT:  Wait a minute...Did the pasta just go Pro-Life in the
last friggin' act?



He then glanced up and saw the room's mirror shattered into a 
million pieces, shaking his head a little, noting too the bloody 
handprints that seemed to cover the sink. He turned then to the 
other side of the room, noting a figure suspended by a rope, its 
head looking downward, its hands covered in blood.
“It is only a shame a thing of such beauty must share its 
space... With this worthless piece of hanging meat.”

>FURY:  Today's creepypasta was brought to you by Todd Akin.
>SKYLAR:  And the letter C, which is for "Conservative Crap."
>GEARBOLT:  I hope everyone learned a valuable lesson about 
abortion today.  I sure did:  some things are best left aborted, 
like this story.  Possibly the author, too.

------------------------------------------------

Gearbolt grunted.  "So we got a story about a dumb cop who 
reads about a case where kids lose their faces, and does nothing 
about it, 'cos it goes nowhere; and now Mrs Magoo gets new 
glasses, then aborts a rape baby and kills herself."

"Classy," huffed Skylar.
"Whaddaya think they mean?" said Crimson Fury as he sat on 

the edge of the desk, curiously examining the strange, white, 
unlabeled remote again.

Gearbolt shrugged, staring at the white button in Fury's 
hands.  "Auntie Lytt is the key, whoever she is."

"Auntie Lytt," Fury said to himself.  "What kind of name is 
Lytt, anyway?"

"You really wanna press that button," said Skylar.
Fury tilted his head in a "maybe" gesture.  He set the 

remote down on the desk, caressing the button with his index 
finger.

Gearbolt sighed and rolled her hand in a "go ahead" gesture.
Fury pressed the button.
On the fireplace mantle, the clock face flipped open to 

reveal a digital roulette wheel, beeping loudly as it spun 'round
and 'round:  each color-coded portion of the wheel bore the name 
of a member of Lars's expedition.

Fury, Gearbolt, and Skylar stared in silent dread as the 
wheel spun slower and slower...finally stopping on Skylar's name.
Sad trombones sounded as if announcing a game show loser.

The study door burst open, and in came a cackling Jeff the 
Killer with a woodcutting axe in his raised hands, charging right
at the shrieking Skylar.

Crimson Fury stepped into Jeff's path with a karate-chop 
that cut straight through the axe shaft and into Jeff's face.  
Jeff went airborne as his feet left the ground; he landed flat on
his back with such force it shook the walls.

Fury hoisted Skylar over his shoulder like a duffel bag and 
tore ass down the hallway, with a woob-woob-woob'ing Gearbolt at 



his heels.  Jeff soon followed, drawing a bayonet out of his 
sleeve.

"WHY WON'T YOU GO TO SLEEP!" he shrieked after them.

--------------------------

"I appreciate your trying to protect me," said Lars as he 
followed Arnold into the foyer once again, "but PLEASE let me 
lead. You're just leading us in circles!"

Arnold put one finger to his lips and shushed Lars; in the 
other hand he held a sturdy iron shovel borrowed from the smoking
room's massive fireplace.

"And where's that damned drip coming from?" said Lars as the
six thousandth inexplicable drip echoed throughout the lodge. 
"It's needling at my brain!"

Arnold shushed him again. "I heard somebody talking," he 
whispered, creeping along the foyer wall.

Up ahead, along the same wall, was an ornate oak side-door 
leading to the receiving room.  Arnold froze, coal shovel poised 
to strike, as the doorknob slowly began to turn...

--------------------------

"I think we lost him," panted Crimson Fury as he set Skylar 
down on one of the small receiving room's leather couches.

"I'm scared," said Skylar.  "What if he's, like, just the 
first?"

"You mean, like, what if OTHER monsters start popping up and
stuff?" said Gearbolt, mimicking Skylar.

"Shouldn't we call the cops about this Jeff guy?" said 
Skylar, scowling at Gearbolt.

"There's no police station for miles," said Fury as he crept
over to the door leading to the foyer. "It'll take 'em too long 
to get here.  But we run into any more psychos or monsters, then 
treasure or no treasure, we're gettin' outta here."

 Slowly, stealthily, he turned the knob and eased the door 
into the foyer just enough to fit his head through.

WHAM!
A shovel kissed his face with the force of a speeding bus.  

Fury staggered, but was conscious just long enough to kick the 
door, slamming the ornate slab of oak into his attacker's face.  
Then he collapsed in the doorway.

The house dripped again.
"Oh crap," said Lars just beyond the door. "Arnold?  Fury?"
"Lars!" said Gearbolt and Skylar in unison as they 

ran/hobbled into the foyer. Lars would have smiled at the sight 
of Gearbolt and Skylar alive and well, were he not gaping so 
widely in disbelief at the unconscious forms of Arnold and 
Crimson Fury lying at his feet.

"Hey girls," he said, gesturing to their bodyguards. "You're
just in time for us to be dead meat."



Event 3: The Worst Story Ever

They tried in vain for several minutes to revive the two ex-
wrestlers.  Even Gearbolt's annoying slap-fest failed to stir 
either of them.  The three go-kart racers leaned against the 
wall, wracking their brains.

"Okay," said Lars, "I think we may hafta cash our chips and 
get outta here."

"It's gonna break Tiffany's heart," said Skylar with an 
ironic laugh, "comin' home empty-handed."

"Suppose she doesn't WANT us to find the treasure," said 
Gearbolt, bringing her palms together under her nose, lost in a 
devious thought.

"'Course she does, idiot," said Skylar.  "She wants her 
share!"

"Why not settle for the whole pizza?" said Gearbolt.  "She 
knows this place is haunted.  She was the only one not dumb 
enough to set foot inside.  Suppose she's just sitting back home,
waiting to get word of Lars's untimely death.  She'd get the 
whole caboodle then.  She could send team after team of losers 
into the house 'til somebody brings her that sweet, sweet 
caboodle."

Lars, digging his phone out of his pocket and dialing 
Tiffany York, said, "How 'bout we ask her?"

"What's a 'caboodle?'" said Skylar.
Lars put the phone to his ear and listened as it rang.
From the receiving room came the jingle of a dopey ringtone.
At the second ring, Lars, Skylar, and Gearbolt slowly turned

toward the receiving room doorway.
Someone picked up at the third ring:  a quiet, child-like 

voice on the other end of the line hissed, "Helloooo?"
"Hey, Jeff," said Lars.  "How's things?"
"Goooood," said Jeff.
"How's, ah...How's Tiffany?"
Jeff the Killer came into view just then, standing inside 

the receiving room threshold with Tiffany York's bloody cell 
phone in his left hand.  In his right was a long, pointy bayonet.

He leered at Lars and grinned his horse-toothed grin and 
said, "Sleeeeeping."

Then he leapt over Crimson Fury's limp form and charged the 
frantically backpedaling Lars, bayonet bared.

Skylar grabbed Jeff and took a heavy backhand to the face 
that sprawled her on the floor.  Jeff swung his blade at Lars's 
neck, narrowly missing as Lars stumbled at the same moment and 
fell on his behind.

"Ohgeezohgeezohgeez," said Lars as he rapidly crabwalked 
toward the foyer staircase, away from the advancing Jeff.  The 
killer's stabs missed again and again, perforating the carpet.  
Lars got halfway up the first flight of stairs before he lost his
footing and knocked his head on the hard wooden steps.



Meanwhile Gearbolt kept knocking her heels together 
repeatedly, trying to get one last performance out of her shoes. 
To her right, Arnold and Crimson Fury finally sat up, groaning.

"NOW you wake up!" shouted Gearbolt.
"It's that damn dripping," said Arnold. "It called me back 

to the land o' the conscious."
Gearbolt looked back up the stairs at Jeff the Killer as his

black-and-white form towered over Lars, bayonet raised.  That's 
when she finally noticed the rust-colored wet spot on the ceiling
above the staircase -- she noticed it just as another filthy 
droplet fell from the giant, ever-enlarging crack at the ugly 
blemish's center.  The drop plummeted to the top of the first 
flight of steps and plopped loudly in the yet unseen puddle that 
had formed there.

"Lars!" shouted Gearbolt. "I left the bath on!"
"Fine time to tell me this!" shouted Lars.
"No! Last time we were here! I left the bath on upstairs!"
Lars, Skylar, and even Jeff the Killer all gave Gearbolt 

flabbergasted looks. "TWO YEARS ago?" shrieked Lars just before a
flood of frigid, ancient water exploded through the blemished 
ceiling.

Lars rolled aside and clung to the rails as the torrent 
rushed over him and swept Jeff the Killer off the stairs.  As 
Jeff staggered to his feet, Arnold charged and tackled him like a
star linebacker; the second they hit the floor, Jeff thrust his 
feet into Arnold's chest and catapulted him over his head.  Jeff 
leapt to his feet just in time to meet the advancing Crimson 
Fury's machine-gun punch salvo to the face and chest.  The maniac
flailed his bayonet wildly, only to have it slapped out of his 
hands -- it was swept away by the ever-growing flood.  The two 
men traded awkward punches as they struggled to keep their 
footing in the onslaught of the seemingly endless cascade.

"Not so scary without your pig-sticker, are ya?" said Fury 
just before Jeff punched him in the stomach and crushed the wind 
out of him.

Arnold grabbed Jeff from behind in a full nelson and dragged
him over to the stairs, burying him under the crushing waters.  
Jeff struggled and gargled and finally stunned Arnold with a hard
heel to the groin.  The maniac whirled around and locked his arms
around the Hawaiian's neck; Arnold did the same to Jeff and the 
two wrestled under the battery of water to see who would black 
out first.

A deafening GONG announced the arrival of the iron tub as 
the flood carried it through the hole in the ceiling and down the
stairs, where it scooped up the struggling Arnold and Jeff, 
carrying them across the foyer and bashing the front doors off 
their hinges.  As it sailed off the front stoop, Arnold spilled 
out first, his weight turning the tub into a catapult and 
launching the considerably lighter Jeff through the air -- he 
smashed headfirst through the windshield of Lars's station wagon 
several yards away.



Five minutes later the water shrank to a steady trickle, and
the Elwood Lodge was calm.  Gearbolt walked over to where Lars 
still clung to the stair rails and gave his rump a gentle kick.

"Wake up," she said. "Flood's over."
Lars responded by spitting a quart of cold, rancid water.
Outside the gang found a barely conscious Arnold sitting in 

the grass next to the upside-down iron tub.  An inexplicable 
trail of papers led from the stoop to the station wagon, where 
the black, dripping legs of Jeff the Killer protruded from the 
ruined windshield.  Lars whimpered at the sight.

"You okay, Arnold?" said Crimson Fury.
Arnold gave a thumbs up, but kept staring at nothing in a 

daze.
Lars picked up the nearest paper and fanned it dry.  "What's

all this?"
"Came outta Jeff when he went airborne," said Arnold with a 

shrug.
Lars glossed over the words on the sheet in his hand...and 

then closed his eyes and groaned.  "Help me gather these up, 
guys," he said.  "We found Auntie Lytt."

"Wha?" said Skylar.  "Whaddaya mean?"
"Auntie Lytt means 'anti-literature.'  As in the worst 

document ever put to print."
"What document would that be?" said Fury.
"I'll give you a hint," said Lars, pointing to his station 

wagon.  "He's been chasing us all over the lodge."

------------------------------------------------
Jeff the Killer

Author: Sesseur

Excerpt from a local Newspaper:

OMINOUS UNKNOWN
KILLER IS STILL
AT LARGE.

>GEARBOLT:  "People who read this article also liked: NEWSROOM 
STILL RELIES ON DRUNK MAN-BITES-DOG SESSIONS FOR HEADLINES"

After weeks of unexplained murders, the ominous unknown killer is
still on the rise. After little evidence has been found, a young 
boy states that he survived one of the killer's attacks and 
bravely tells his story.
"I had a bad dream and I woke up in the middle of the night," 
says the boy,

>ARNOLD: (Boy)  I wuz gunna yell for my mom, but I remembered Mom
said next time I woke her on a work night she wuz gunna throw me 
down the stairs again. 



>SKYLAR: (Mom)  You don't, ah, have to tell them all that, 
Sweetheart. Mommy was only kidding...

"I saw that for some reason the window was open, even though I 
remember it being closed before I went to bed. I got up and shut 
it once more. Afterwards, I simply crawled under my covers and 
tried to get back to sleep. That's when I had a strange feeling,

>FURY: That feeling is perfectly normal for a kid your age. Don't
be ashamed of it.

like someone was watching me. I looked up, and nearly jumped out 
of my bed. There, in the little ray of light, illuminating from 
between my curtains, were a pair of two eyes.

>GEARBOLT:  So four eyes, then.
>LARS:  I'm still trying to get over this young boy's impressive 
vocabulary.

These weren't regular eyes; they were dark, ominous eyes. They 
were bordered in black and... just plain out terrified me. That's
when I saw his mouth.

>ARNOLD: (boy)  An ominous mouth.  An ominous UNKNOWN mouth!
>ALL:  GASP!

A long, horrendous smile that made every hair on my body stand 
up. The figure stood there, watching me. Finally, after what 
seemed like forever, he said it. A simple phrase, but said in a 
way only a mad man could speak.

>FURY: (Jeff)  Have you accepted Jesus Christ as your lord and 
savior?

"He said, 'Go To Sleep.' I let out a scream, that's what sent him
at me. He pulled up a knife; aiming at my heart. He jumped on top
of my bed. I fought him back; I kicked, I punched, I rolled 
around, trying to knock him off me.

>LARS:  Clearly Jeff the Killer is evenly matched when wrestling 
a freshly woken little kid!
>SKYLAR:  Pfft, Jeff the Killer. More like Jeff the Anemic.

That's when my dad busted in. The man threw the knife, it went 
into my dad's shoulder. The man probably would've finished him 
off, if one of the neighbors hadn't alerted the police.

>ARNOLD:  He fought a little kid and lost. I think Dad could've 
taken him with both arms chopped off.

"They drove into the parking lot, and ran towards the door.



>FURY:  What ultra-privileged neighborhood does this kid live in 
where the police response time is four seconds?

The man turned and ran down the hallway. I heard a smash, like 
glass breaking. As I came out of my room, I saw the window that 
was pointing towards the back of my house was broken. I looked 
out it to see him vanish into the distance. I can tell you one 
thing, I will never forget that face. Those cold, evil eyes, and 
that psychotic smile. They will never leave my head."
Police are still on the look for this man. If you see anyone that
fits the description in this story, please contact your local 
police department.

>ARNOLD: (mimics holding phone)  Hello, police?  I want to report
seeing a man with a pair of two eyes and a mouth.
>LARS: (dispatcher)  So a four-eyed monster?  Get bent, kid.

Jeff and his family had just moved into a new neighborhood. His 
dad had gotten a promotion at work, and they thought it would be 
best to live in one of those "fancy" neighborhoods. Jeff and his 
brother Liu couldn't complain though.

>FURY:  (narrator) --unlike his sisters Shaniqua and Francesca, 
who complained all the time.
>SKYLAR:  I didn't know Jeff's parents were the founders of the 
Burger King Kid's Club.

A new, better house. What was not to love? As they were getting 
unpacked, one of their neighbors came by.
"Hello," she said, "I'm Barbara; I live across the street from 
you. Well, I just wanted to introduce my self and to introduce my
son." She turns around and calls her son over. "Billy, these are 
our new neighbors." Billy said hi and ran back to play in his 
yard.

>LARS:  I suppose "Jeff the Killer" does roll off the tongue 
better than "Jeff the Average Suburban White Kid."

"Well," said Jeff's mom, "I'm Margaret, and this is my husband 
Peter, and my two sons, Jeff and Liu." They each introduced 
themselves, and then Barbara invited them to her son's birthday. 
Jeff and his brother were about to object, when their mother said
that they would love to. When Jeff and his family are done 
packing, Jeff went up to his mom.
"Mom, why would you invite us to some kid's party? If you haven't
noticed, I'm not some dumb kid."

>GEARBOLT: (Mom)  But that's what the neighbors say about you, 
Dear. "That's some dumb kid you got there!"

"Jeff," said his mother, "We just moved here; we should show that
we want to spend time with our neighbors. Now, we're going to 



that party, and that's final." Jeff started to talk, but stopped 
himself, knowing that he couldn't do anything.

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  Least of all actually KILL someone.

Whenever his mom said something, it was final. He walked up to 
his room and plopped down on his bed. He sat there looking at his
ceiling when suddenly, he got a weird feeling. Not so much a 
pain, but... a weird feeling.

>FURY:  Thanks for clarifying.

He dismissed it as just some random feeling.

>FURY:  Oh for...How much longer IS this piece of shit?!
>GEARBOLT:  I believe we're on Page Three out of Ten.
>FURY:  I'm done.
>SKYLAR:  Me, too. Later, guys.
>ARNOLD:  I'm off to take a nap.
>LARS:  Siddown, all of ya!  We suffer as one!

He heard his mother call him down to get his stuff, and he walked
down to get it.
The next day, Jeff walked down stairs to get breakfast and got 
ready for school. As he sat there, eating his breakfast, he once 
again got that feeling. This time it was stronger. It gave him a 
slight tugging pain, but he once again dismissed it.

>FURY: (narrator)  --remembering it was just his pet tapeworm, 
Jeff the Breakfast-Stealer.

As he and Liu finished breakfast, they walked down to the bus 
stop. They sat there waiting for the bus, 

>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  --amidst their mountain of discarded 
breakfast utensils from the past three weeks.
>SKYLAR: (Mom)  BOYS!  Stop taking your breakfast to the bus 
stop!

and then, all of a sudden, some kid on a skateboard jumped over 
them, only inches above their laps. They both jumped back in 
surprise. "Hey, what the hell?"

>LARS:  "Eat my shorts," said the kid in an obnoxious, feminine 
voice.

The kid landed and turned back to them. He kicked his skate board
up and caught it with his hands. The kid seems to be about 
twelve; one year younger than Jeff. He wears a Aeropostale shirt 
and ripped blue jeans.



"Well, well, well. It looks like we got some new meat." Suddenly,
two other kids appeared. One was super skinny and the other was 
huge. 

>GEARBOLT:  Stephen King this author is not.
>SKYLAR:  Even "Stephenie Meyer" is a stretch.

"Well, since you're new here, I'd like to introduce ourselves, 
over there is Keith." Jeff and Liu looked over to the skinny kid.
He had a dopey face that you would expect a sidekick to have.

>FURY: (narrator)  --muttering something about getting 
satisfaction as a cocaine haze danced in his eyes.

"And he's Troy." They looked over at the fat kid. Talk about a 
tub of lard. This kid looked like he hadn't exercised since he 
was crawling.

>FURY: (narrator)  --toward Jeff's feet, drooling on the sidewalk
as he gnawed on the boy's shoelaces.
>GEARBOLT:  The supporting characters are already more menacing 
than Jeff the Inexplicable Feeling-Haver.

"And I," said the first kid, "am Randy. Now, for all the kids in 
this neighborhood there is a small price for bus fare, if you 
catch my drift." Liu stood up, ready to punch the lights out of 
the kid's eyes when one of his friends pulled a knife on him. 
"Tsk, tsk, tsk, I had hoped you would be more cooperative, but it
seems we must do this the hard way."

>FURY:  These kids are students at the Comic Book Villain Junior 
High up the street.

The kid walked up to Liu and took his wallet out of his pocket. 
Jeff got that feeling again. Now, it was truly strong; a burning 
sensation.

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  Down there.  He hadn't peed since he left 
the house.

He stood up, but Liu gestured him to sit down. Jeff ignored him 
and walked up to the kid.
"Listen here you little punk, give back my bro's wallet or else."
Randy put the wallet in his pocket and pulled out his own knife.

>FURY: (narrator)  The very same knife he used when extorting 
cookies out of the local secret clubhouses.

"Oh? And what will you do?" Just as he finished the sentence, 
Jeff popped the kid in the nose. As Randy reached for his face, 
Jeff grabbed the kid's wrist and broke it. Randy screamed and 
Jeff grabbed the knife from his hand. Troy and Keith rushed Jeff,



but Jeff was too quick. He threw Randy to the ground. Keith 
lashed out at him, but Jeff ducked and stabbed him in the arm. 
Keith dropped his knife and fell to the ground screaming. Troy 
rushed him too, but Jeff didn't even need the knife. He just 
punched Troy straight in the stomach and Troy went down. As he 
fell, he puked all over. Liu could do nothing but look in 
amazement at Jeff.

>SKYLAR:  Steven Seagal IS Jeff the Killer IN "Out For Pasta."
>ARNOLD:  I can't wait 'til PE, when he brutalizes the class with
a tee ball bat and then throws the coach through the trophy case.

"Jeff how'd you?" that was all he said. They saw the bus coming 
and knew they'd be blamed for the whole thing.

>ARNOLD:  Sucks not having a "stand your ground" law, huh?

So they started running as fast as they could. As they ran, they 
looked back and saw the bus driver rushing over to Randy and the 
others. As Jeff and Liu made it to school, they didn't dare tell 
what happened. All they did was sit and listen. Liu just thought 
of that as his brother beating up a few kids,

>SKYLAR: (narrator)  --but Liu also thought of his nightly 
beatings from his drunken father as "pep talks."

but Jeff knew it was more. It was something, scary.

>GEARBOLT:  Too scary to put to words for the reader's benefit.

As he got that feeling he felt how powerful it was, the urge to 
just, hurt someone. He didn't like how it sounded, but he 
couldn't help feeling happy. He felt that strange feeling go 
away, and stay away for the entire day of school. Even as he 
walked home due to the whole thing near the bus stop, and how now
he probably wouldn't be taking the bus anymore, he felt happy.

>GEARBOLT:  By god, psychology has it all wrong.  Kids don't grow
up to be killers because of abusive childhoods or hereditary 
mental disorders -- it's because they're born with feelings!

When he got home his parents asked him how his day was, and he 
said, in a somewhat ominous voice, "It was a wonderful day." Next
morning, he heard a knock at his front door. He walked down to 
find two police officers at the door, his mother looking back at 
him with an angry look.
"Jeff, these officers tell me that you attacked three kids. That 
it wasn't regular fighting, and that they were stabbed. Stabbed, 
son!" 



>ARNOLD: (Mom)  Ah say, STABBED, son!  Are you list, Ah say, are 
you listenin' to me, son? Heedin' mah barely coherent words, that
is.

Jeff's gaze fell to the floor, showing his mother that it was 
true.
"Mom, they were the ones who pulled the knives on me and Liu."
"Son," said one of the cops," We found three kids, two stabbed, 
one having a bruise on his stomach, and we have witnesses proving
that you fled the scene. Now, what does that tell us?"

>LARS:  Thaaaaat Jeff beat up three knife-wielding punks and 
didn't stick around to get stabbed in retaliation?
>FURY:  They went to the same detective school as the late 
Cassandra Walsh.

Jeff knew it was no use. He could say him and Liu had been 
attacked, but then there was no proof it was not them who 
attacked first. They couldn't say that they weren't fleeing, 
because truth be told they were. So Jeff couldn't defend himself 
or Liu.

>FURY: (narrator)  Oh sure, they could get fingerprints off the 
knives, but those are totally unreliable.

"Son, call down your brother." Jeff couldn't do it, since it was 
him who beat up all the kids.
"Sir, it...it was me. I was the one who beat up the kids. Liu 
tried to hold me back, but he couldn't stop me." The cop looked 
at his partner and they both nod.
"Well kid, looks like a year in Juvy..."

>GEARBOLT:  Yup, straight to Juvy!  Not relying on judges, 
lawyers, courthouses, and standard legal procedures saves the 
taxpayers mountains of dough!

"Wait!" says Liu. They all looked up to see him holding a knife. 
The officers pulled their guns and locked them on Liu.
"It was me, I beat up those little punks. Have the marks to prove
it." He lifted up his sleeves to reveal cuts and bruises, as if 
he was in a struggle.
"Son, just put the knife down," said the officer. Liu held up the
knife and dropped it to the ground. He put his hands up and 
walked over to the cops.

>FURY: (cop)  Wh--?!  These wounds are just drawn on in Magic 
Marker!
>ARNOLD: (Liu)  Dammit...

"No Liu, it was me! I did it!" Jeff had tears running down his 
face.



"Huh, poor bro. Trying to take the blame for what I did. Well, 
take me away." The police led Liu out to the patrol car.
"Liu, tell them it was me! Tell them! I was the one who beat up 
those kids!" Jeff's mother put her hands on his shoulders.
"Jeff please, you don't have to lie. We know it's Liu, you can 
stop." Jeff watched helplessly as the cop car speeds off with Liu
inside.

>SKYLAR:  Liu was NOT the favorite son.
>ARNOLD:  That's so touching that Liu would take the rap for Jeff
because of...Wait, why IS he taking the rap for Jeff?
>SKYLAR:  *shrugs*

A few minutes later Jeff's dad pulled into the driveway, seeing 
Jeff's face and knowing something was wrong.

>GEARBOLT:  He had the telltale fish eyes found in the shallow 
end of the gene pool.

"Son, son what is it?" Jeff couldn't answer. His vocal cords were
strained from crying. Instead, Jeff's mother walked his father 
inside to break the bad news to him as Jeff wept in the driveway.
After an hour or so Jeff walked back in to the house, seeing that
his parents were both shocked, sad, and disappointed. He couldn't
look at them. He couldn't see how they thought of Liu when it was
his fault. He just went to sleep, trying to get the whole thing 
off his mind. Two days went by, with no word from Liu at JDC.

>GEARBOLT:  Wow, they really took him straight to Juvenile Hall, 
didn't they?  The justice system is swift in this town.  No, 
wait, "swift" isn't the word I'm looking for...
>ARNOLD:  "Absent?"
>FURY:  "A joke?"
>GEARBOLT:  Sure.
>ARNOLD:  To which one?
>GEARBOLT:  Either.

No friends to hang out with. Nothing but sadness and guilt. That 
is until Saturday, when Jeff is woke up by his mother, with a 
happy, sunshiny face.
"Jeff, it's the day." she said as she opened up the curtains and 
let light flood into his room.

>SKYLAR: (Mom)  Time for the waking up, followed by the 
breakfast!

"What, what's today?" asked Jeff as he stirs awake.
"Why, it's Billy's party." He was now fully awake.
"Mom, you're joking, right? You don't expect me to go to some 
kid's party after..." There was a long pause.
"Jeff, we both know what happened.



>LARS:  Yeah.  Mom lost her marbles.

I think this party could be the thing that brightens up the past 
days. Now, get dressed." Jeff's mother walked out of the room and
downstairs to get ready herself. He fought himself to get up.

>FURY: (narrator)  He lost, just like the LAST time he got his 
ass kicked by a bedridden kid.
>ARNOLD:  SHH! We don't know Jeff is the dark, ominous killer 
yet!

He picked out a random shirt and pair of jeans and walked down 
stairs. He saw his mother and father all dressed up; his mother 
in a dress and his father in a suit. He thought, why they would 
ever wear such fancy clothes to a kid's party?

>GEARBOLT:  Thoughts of Liu already fleeting from his feeble 
mind, just like his feeble parents.

"Son, is that all your going to wear?" said Jeff's mom.
"Better than wearing too much." he said. His mother pushed down 
the feeling to yell at him and hid it with a smile.
"Now Jeff, we may be over-dressed, but this is how you go if you 
want to make an impression." said his father.

>FURY: (Dad)  For example, the impression that your mother and I 
are terrible parents.

Jeff grunted and went back up to his room.
"I don't have any fancy clothes!" he yelled down stairs.
"Just pick out something." called his mother.

>SKYLAR:  He comes back downstairs, the parents send him back 
upstairs, and the cycle repeats until next Saturday.

He looked around in his closet for what he would call fancy. He 
found a pair of black dress pants he had for special occasions 
and an undershirt. He couldn't find a shirt to go with it though.
He looked around, and found only striped and patterned shirts. 
None of which go with dress pants. Finally he found a white 
hoodie and put it on.
"You're wearing that?" they both said.

>LARS:  Quit encouraging the pasta, Skylar!
>SKYLAR:  Sorry...

His mother looked at her watch. "Oh, no time to change. Let's 
just go." She said as she herded Jeff and his father out the 
door. They crossed the street over to Barbara and Billy's house. 
They knocked on the door and at it appeared that Barbara, just 
like his parents, way over-dressed. As they walked inside all 
Jeff could see were adults, no kids.



"The kids are out in the yard. Jeff, how about you go and meet 
some of them?" said Barbara.

>FURY: (Jeff)  How about you suck the farts outta my ass, lady?
>ARNOLD: (Dad)  Don't mind Jeff.  He's a little cranky about his 
brother being sent to Kiddie Jail two days ago.
>SKYLAR: (Barbara)  Nothing a little party can't fix!
>ARNOLD: (Dad)  That's what WE told him!  Ha-ha!
>GEARBOLT:  I want to take a heat ray to this neighborhood.

Jeff walked outside to a yard full of kids. They were running 
around in weird cowboy costumes and shooting each other with 
plastic guns. He might as well be standing in a Toys R Us.

>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  --but that wasn't stupid and contrived 
enough, so the author scrapped it.

Suddenly a kid came up to him and handed him a toy gun and hat.
"Hey. Wanna pway?" he said.

>FURY:  Jeff the Killer meets his fan-base.
>LARS:  That explains a lot.

"Ah, no kid. I'm way too old for this stuff." The kid looked at 
him with that weird puppydog face.
"Pwease?" said the kid. "Fine," said Jeff. He put on the hat and 
started to pretend shoot at the kids. At first he thought it was 
totally ridiculous, but then he started to actually have fun.

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  --when he found Barbara's 30-ot-6 and 
started "for real" shooting at the kids.

It might not have been super cool, but it was the first time he 
had done something that took his mind off of Liu. So he played 
with the kids for a while, until he heard a noise. A weird 
rolling noise. Then it hit him.

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  The bright blue JDC bus hit him as it backed
through Barbara's fence. Children ran screaming as Liu bellowed 
from the driver's seat, "I'm BACK, bitches!"

Randy, Troy, and Keith all jumped over the fence on their 
skateboards. Jeff dropped the fake gun and ripped off the hat. 
Randy looked at Jeff with a burning hatred.
"Hello, Jeff, is it?" he said. "We have some unfinished 
business."

>FURY:  WHAT?  REALLY?  We're REALLY going here, Author?
>ARNOLD:  C'mon, every budding author goes through that phase 
where he mixes horror, pre-teen drama, and chop-socky.



Jeff saw his bruised nose." I think we're even. I beat the crap 
out of you, and you get my brother sent to JDC."

>LARS: (Jeff)  All *I* did was flee the scene and neglect to 
explain my actions...oh, wait...

Randy got an angry look in his eyes. "Oh no, I don't go for even,
I go for winning. You may have kicked our asses that one day, but
not today." As he said that Randy rushed at Jeff. They both fell 
to the ground. Randy punched Jeff in the nose, and Jeff grabbed 
him by the ears and head butted him.

>FURY: (narrator)  Jeff's parents started a betting pool with the
other grownups.

Jeff pushed Randy off of him and both rose to their feet. Kids 
were screaming and parents were running out of the house. Troy 
and Keith both pulled guns out of their pockets.
"No one interrupts or guts will fly!" they said.

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  The grownups trembled, helpless in the face 
of the scaaary preteens!

Randy pulled a knife on Jeff and stabbed it into his shoulder.
Jeff screamed and fell to his knees. Randy started kicking him in
the face. After three kicks Jeff grabs his foot and twists it, 
causing Randy to fall to the ground.

GEARBOLT: (narrator)  Then he grabs the past-tense and twists it 
into present-tense.

Jeff stood up and walked towards the back door. Troy grabbed him.
"Need some help?" He picks Jeff up by the back of the collar and 
throws him through the patio door. As Jeff tries to stand he is 
kicked down to the ground. Randy repeatedly starts kicking Jeff, 
until he starts to cough up blood.
"Come on Jeff, fight me!" He picks Jeff up and throws him into 
the kitchen. Randy sees a bottle of vodka on the counter and 
smashes the glass over Jeff's head.

>ARNOLD:  This kid refuses to die.  He's determined to drag the 
story out as long as possible!
>SKYLAR: (Darth Vader)  The Seagal is STRONG with this one...

"Fight!" He throws Jeff back into the living room.
"Come on Jeff, look at me!" Jeff glances up, his face riddled 
with blood. "I was the one who got your brother sent to JDC! And 
now you're just gonna sit here and let him rot in there for a 
whole year! You should be ashamed!" Jeff starts to get up.
"Oh, finally! you stand and fight!" Jeff is now to his feet, 
blood and vodka on his face.



>LARS: (Randy)  Wait, are you talking to yourself, or am I 
talking to you?
>FURY:  (Author)  IT MAKES SENSE TO ME SO SHUT UP!

Once again he gets that strange feeling, the one in which he 
hasn't felt for a while. "Finally. He's up!" says Randy as he 
runs at Jeff.
That's when it happens. Something inside Jeff snaps.

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  It's his spine, as Randy crushes him against
the kitchen counter.  The End.
>ALL:  Yaaaay!

His psyche is destroyed, all rational thinking is gone, all he 
can do, is kill. He grabs Randy and pile drives him to the 
ground. He gets on top of him and punches him straight in the 
heart. The punch causes Randy's heart to stop. As Randy gasps for
breath. Jeff hammers down on him. Punch after punch, blood gushes
from Randy's body, until he takes one final breath, and dies.

>ARNOLD: (Jefshiro)  AAAAAtatatatatatatatata-WAKYAH!
>FURY:  Fist of the North 'Tard.

Everyone is looking at Jeff now. The parents, the crying kids, 
even Troy and Keith. Although they easily break from their gaze 
and point their guns at Jeff.

>FURY:  EVERYBODY has guns now?
>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  Suddenly things took a turn for the 
Tarantino.

Jeff see's the guns trained on him and runs for the stairs. As he
runs Troy and Keith let out fire on him, each shot missing.

>SKYLAR:  Probably because the shooters are ELEVEN-YEAR-OLDS.

Jeff runs up the stairs. He hears Troy and Keith follow up 
behind. As they let out their final rounds of bullets Jeff ducks 
into the bathroom. He grabs the towel rack and rips it off the 
wall. Troy and Keith race in, knives ready.

>FURY: (narrator)  The adults continue to do absolutely nothing.
>SKYLAR: (Mom)  Shouldn't we...I dunno, try to STOP them?
>ARNOLD: (Dad)  Ha-ha!  Boys will be boys, Honey.

Troy swings his knife at Jeff, who backs away and bangs the towel
rack into Troy's face. Troy goes down hard and now all that's 
left is Keith. He is more agile than Troy though, and ducks when 
Jeff swings the towel rack. He dropped the knife and grabbed Jeff
by the neck. He pushed him into the wall. A thing of bleach fell 
down on top of him from the top shelf.



>LARS:  A..."thing" of bleach.
>SKYLAR:  I got nothing.  Wait, yeah I do.  "This pasta sucks 
fuck from a duck."

It burnt both of them and they both started to scream. Jeff wiped
his eyes as best as he could. He pulled back the towel rack and 
swung it straight into Keith's head. As he lay there, bleeding to
death, he let out an ominous smile.
"What's so funny?" asked Jeff. Keith pulled out a lighter and 
switched it on. "What's funny," he said, "Is that you're covered 
in bleach and alcohol." Jeff's eyes widened as Keith threw the 
lighter at him.

>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  But nothing happened, as bleach isn't 
flammable and alcohol isn't gasoline.

As soon as the flame made contact with him, the flames ignited 
the alcohol in the vodka. While the alcohol burned him, the 
bleach bleached his skin. Jeff let out a terrible screech as he 
caught on fire. He tried to roll out the fire but it was no use,

>FURY: (narrator)  Real-life physics did not work in Bizarro 
Town.

the alcohol had made him a walking inferno. He ran down the hall,
and fell down the stairs. Everybody started screaming as they saw
Jeff, now a man on fire, drop to the ground, nearly dead. The 
last thing Jeff saw was his mother

>ARNOLD: (narrator) --shrugging apathetically.

and the other parents trying to extinguish the flame. That's when
he passed out.

>FURY:  Dearly beloved, we gather here to mourn the passing of 
Jeff the Daycare Cowboy, formerly known as Jeff the Killer, who 
leaves in his wake a legacy of terrible spin-offs and creepy 
internet girls who actually believe he's real.
>ALL:  Amen.

When Jeff woke he had a cast wrapped around his face. He couldn't
see anything, but he felt a cast on his shoulder, and stitches 
all over his body. He tried to stand up, but he realized that 
there was some tube in his arm, and when he tried to get up it 
fell out, and a nurse rushed in.

>ARNOLD: (narrator) --suplexing him back onto the bed before 
jamming six more tubes into his bleeding arm.
>SKYLAR: (nurse)  Yer goin' NOWHERE on Nurse Savage's watch, 
Sport!  OOoohh YEEEuhhhh...!



"I don't think you can get out of bed just yet." she said as she 
put him back in his bed and re-inserted the tube. Jeff sat there,
with no vision, no idea of what his surroundings were. Finally, 
after hours, he heard his mother.
"Honey, are you okay?" she asked. Jeff couldn't answer though, 
his face was covered, and he was unable to speak.

>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  --as his mother smothered him to death 
with his pillow.

"Oh honey, I have great news. After all the witnesses told the 
police that Randy confessed of trying to attack you, they decided
to let Liu go."

>FURY: (Jeff)  Would that be the same witnesses who didn't lift a
finger to help me during the birthday beatdown?
>SKYLAR: (Mom)  Jeff the Punching Bag, do you always have to be 
such a Negative Nancy?

This made Jeff almost bolt up, stopping halfway, remembering the 
tube coming out of his arm. "He'll be out by tomorrow, and then 
you two will be able to be together again."
Jeff's mother hugs Jeff and says her goodbyes. The next couple of
weeks were those where Jeff was visited by his family.

>LARS: (narrator)  The weeks after were those where Jeff was left
to rot on life support, alone and forgotten.

Then came the day where his bandages were to be removed. His 
family were all there to see it, what he would look like. As the 
doctors unwrapped the bandages from Jeff's face everyone was on 
the edge of their seats.

>ARNOLD:  Everyone but the readers at home.
>FURY:  This is the number one most popular creepypasta on the 
internet, Arnie.
>ARNOLD:  SIGH....
>FURY:  Let it sink in for a minute.  Embrace the fury.

They waited until the last bandage holding the cover over his 
face was almost removed.
"Let's hope for the best," said the doctor. He quickly pulls the 
cloth; letting the rest fall from Jeff's face.
Jeff's mother screams at the sight of his face. Liu and Jeff's 
dad stare awe-struck at his face.

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  The doctor stared in disgust and slight 
amusement at his face.
>SKYLAR: (narrator)  Nurse Savage sorta chuckled at his face.
>GEARBOLT: (narrator)  A passing tour group pointed and laughed 
and took photos of his face.



"What? What happened to my face?" Jeff said. He rushed out of bed
and ran to the bathroom. He looked in the mirror and saw the 
cause of the distress. His face. It... it's horrible. His lips 
were burnt to a deep shade of red. His face was turned into a 
pure white color, and his hair singed from brown to black.

>LARS: (Jeff)  I'm the Joker now?  I thought I was set on fire!
>GEARBOLT: (Author)  That's what people look like after they're 
set ablaze!
>LARS: (Jeff)  But I shouldn't have any HAIR left!
>GEARBOLT: (Author)  STOP NITPICKING!

He slowly put his hand to his face. It had a sort of leathery 
feel to it now. He looked back at his family then back at the 
mirror.

>FURY: (Jeff)  I'm an internet chick magnet!

"Jeff," said Liu, "It's not that bad..."
"Not that bad?" said Jeff," It's perfect!" His family were 
equally surprised. Jeff started laughing uncontrollably His 
parents noticed that his left eye and hand were twitching.
"Uh... Jeff, are you okay?"
"Okay? I've never felt more happy! Ha ha ha ha ha haaaaaa, look 
at me. This face goes perfectly with me!" He couldn't stop 
laughing.

>ARNOLD: (narrator)  He had totally not become a ripoff of the 
Joker sweartagawd the J in both names is just a coincidence as is
the bleached skin and laughing and stuff.

He stroked his face feeling it. Looking at it in the mirror. What
caused this? Well, you may recall that when Jeff was fighting 
Randy something in his mind, his sanity, snapped. Now he was left
as a crazy killing machine, that is, his parents didn't know.

>FURY: (narrator)  You may recall his parents are goddamned 
idiots.

"Doctor," said Jeff's mom, "Is my son... alright, you know. In 
the head?"
"Oh yes, this behavior is typical for patients that have taken 
very large amounts of pain killers. If his behavior doesn't 
change in a few weeks, bring him back here, and we'll give him a 
psychological test."

>SKYLAR: (Mom)  Thank god!  For a moment I thought that getting 
beaten up on one occasion had irrevocably transformed him into a 
psychotic killer.
>FURY: (Doctor)  What are you, retarded?  That's not how 
psychology works!



"Oh thank you doctor." Jeff's mother went over to Jeff." Jeff, 
sweety. It's time to go."
Jeff looks away from the mirror, his face still formed into a 
crazy smile. "Kay mommy, ha ha haaaaaaaaaaaa!" his mother took 
him by the shoulder and took him to get his clothes.
"This is what came in," said the lady at the desk. Jeff's mom 
looked down to see the black dress pants and white hoodie her son
wore. Now they were clean of blood and now stitched together.

>ARNOLD:  Well that was nice of the hospital to fix up his 
clothes for him!
>GEARBOLT:  Bad news is, the Laundromat was off-site, so 
according to Jeff's insurance plan, the cost went toward his 
$2500 deductible.  The good news is, once his parents pay the 
$2500, the insurance company covers the rest!
>ARNOLD:  Oh good...

Jeff's mother led him to his room and made him put his clothes 
on. Then they left, not knowing that this was their final day of 
life.

>SKYLAR:  Oh yeah, spoiler alert.

Later that night, Jeff's mother woke to a sound coming from the 
bathroom. It sounded as if someone was crying. She slowly walked 
over to see what it was. When she looked into the bathroom she 
saw a horrendous sight.

>FURY: (narrator)  From then on, he was known as Jeff the Chronic
Masturbator.
>ALL:  G'aaah!

Jeff had taken a knife and carved a smile into his cheeks.
"Jeff, what are you doing?" asked his mother.
Jeff looked over to his mother. "I couldn't keep smiling mommy. 
It hurt after awhile. Now, I can smile forever. Jeff's mother 
noticed his eyes, ringed in black.
"Jeff, your eyes!" His eyes were seemingly never closing.
"I couldn't see my face. I got tired and my eyes started to 
close. I burned out the eyelids so I could forever see myself; my
new face." 

>LARS: (Jeff)  But now that my eyes are completely blind and 
drier than salted peanuts, I kinda regret it.
>SKYLAR:  Jeff the Moron.

Jeff's mother slowly started to back away, seeing that her son 
was going insane. "What's wrong mommy? Aren't I beautiful?
"Yes son," she said, "Yes you are.

>GEARBOLT:  A face only a mother could love. And several thousand
pathetic 14-year-old shut-ins.



>FURY:  Ahh, creepypasta fangirls...

L-let me go get daddy, so he can see your face." She ran into the
room and shook Jeff's dad from his sleep. "Honey, get the gun 
we..."

>SKYLAR: (Mom)  --need to start over as parents.  I think we've 
learned a lot from our first mistakes I mean sons.

She stopped as she saw Jeff in the doorway, holding a knife.
"Mommy, you lied." That's the last thing they hear as Jeff rushes
them with the knife, gutting both of them.

>ARNOLD:  What, no two-on-one Steven Seagal battle with the 
parents?!
>FURY:  Nah, THAT woulda been GOOFY.

His brother Liu woke up, startled by some noise. He didn't hear 
anything else, so he just shut his eyes and tried to go back to 
sleep. As he was on the border of slumber, he got the strangest 
feeling that someone was watching him. He looked up, before 
Jeff's hand covered his mouth. He slowly raised the knife ready 
to plunge it into Liu. Liu thrashed here and there trying to 
escape Jeff's grip.
"Shhhhhhh," Jeff said. "Just go to sleep."

>GEARBOLT:  The final line of a story is sometimes the cherry on 
top of the narrative sundae.  This one's more of a whimpering 
fart at the end of a long bout of diarrhea.
>FURY:  Ugh, can we go find the treasure now?  I wanna drink this
experience out of my memory as soon as possible...

------------------------------------------------

"Three clues read and riffed," said Gearbolt, waving the 
three documents in frustration, "and still we got nothing!"

"We got three already?" said Arnold. "I found '17 Faces' on 
the fridge."

"And we found one called '20-20' in a desk," said Fury.
"And now we got Jeff the Killer," said Lars. "That covers 

ten-and-seven faces, perfect vision, and anti-literature 
respectively."

"Okay," said Gearbolt. "There has to be a connection between
the three creepypastas that will tell us where the treasure is.  
Let's compare and contrast.  What was noteworthy about each?"

"Well," said Arnold, "the first pasta came to an abrupt end,
like snipping off a turd."

"Yeah," said Skylar, "and the second was just a constipated 
build-up to a bathroom abortion for the sake of pro-life 
propaganda."

"And the third," said Fury, "is the biggest shitfest on the 
internet."



Lars's eyes popped wide open.  He slapped himself on the 
forehead. "WAIT A MINUTE! That's IT! It's in the crapper!"

Everyone stared blankly at Lars.

--------------------------

"Are we really doing this?" moaned Skylar as Arnold removed 
the cover of the toilet tank in the last of the third floor's 
thirteen bathrooms.

"Three clues in three pastas," said Lars.  "Makes perfect 
sense that it'd be on the third floor."

"Yeah," snorted Gearbolt. "Perfect sense."
Arnold peered into the murky water and blinked.  He pointed 

to something inside, which Fury wrinkled his nose at.  Fury 
rolled up his sleeve, reached down into the tank, and brought out
a Ziploc baggie:  inside it was a sealed and stamped envelope 
with no address.

Lars took the dripping baggie and carefully removed and 
opened the envelope.  Inside was a letter, which he read aloud:

"Dear Lars,
Congratulations on finding my most valuable treasure!  

Always remember there are no treasures in the world more valuable
than friendship and self-respect.  The world is your oyster now, 
so go get it!

Love,
Uncle Elwood"

The gang stood in silence for a long time, trading awkward 
looks with one-another.

"Well, you know what they say," said Fury in utter 
resignation.  "The thrill is in the chase, or some crap."

"Your uncle's a dick," said Gearbolt, folding her arms.  
"Even in death."

Lars turned the letter and envelope over and over in his 
hands as he walked out of the bathroom and down the hall toward 
the foyer staircase, his face a grotesque gargoyle of 
exasperation.  "Why would he...?

He looked to the ceiling and shouted, "That's IT?  I mean, 
REALLY?  REALLY, Uncle Elwood?  Self-improvement is the treasure?
Or did I miss something?  If I did, gimme a sign, okay?  Any sign
at all, just cut me a break!"

The lodge echoed with a deafening roar and a long, shrill 
shriek like tires on asphalt.  Another roar, then a series of 
heavy thuds that shook the hall.  Glass shattered and metal 
groaned.  Another roar as the thudding grew louder and closer -- 
the gang gathered in the hallway as they realized the sounds were
coming up the foyer stairs dead ahead.

Lars's station wagon finally reared its dented head, the 
grill sneering evilly as the front tires rolled over the top step
at last.  When they saw Jeff the Killer's grinning, cackling 
white face through the gaping windshield, everyone but terror-



stricken Lars scattered, ducking through any doorway within arm's
reach.

The rear tires finally cleared the top steps, and the car 
stampeded down the hallway towards Lars, whose survival instinct 
finally kicked in as he turned and ran.

"THAT'S NOT FUNNY, UNCLE ELWOOD!" he shrieked as the car 
tore after him, grinding away the wallpaper and tearing hall 
doors off their hinges.

After the car passed, Arnold ducked out of the bathroom and 
sprinted after it, using the rear bumper as a stepladder to leap 
onto the roof.  A ceiling lamp immediately shattered against his 
face and nearly swept him off.

Lars took a sharp right at the first fork in the hallway, 
but the car made the wide turn easily.  He toppled any furniture 
he passed into the car's path:  candelabras, stools, display 
tables, very large paintings.  Those that weren't crushed under 
the car's tires rolled up the hood and broke against Arnold's 
face.

"Stop helping!" he shouted to Lars and caught a mouthful of 
airborne flower pot.

Lars took another right at the next fork and found himself 
staring at a dead end:  a lovely wall of glass overlooking the 
lodge swimming pool thirty feet below.  He whirled around and 
sprinted down the other direction, diving to avoid the station 
wagon as it skidded around the corner, caving the wall with its 
chassis.

Prone and stunned, Lars stared back at the grinning grill of
his car.  Jeff giggled, revved the engine, and floored it...just 
as Arnold dragged himself over the windshield, reached a massive 
arm down to the steering column and threw the car in reverse.

The gears ground in agony, and the car shot backward, 
obliterating the window with the rear bumper.  The car 
somersaulted thirty feet down, flinging Arnold into the swimming 
pool; then smashed grill-first onto the ground, crushing itself 
to half-length like an accordion.

Lars and the gang wasted a half hour running around the 
lodge's twisting hallways, trying to find the pool door.  
Eventually they gave up, went out the front, and walked around 
the lodge to the pool, gawking at the hideous wreck that once 
served Lars as a station wagon, now leaning against the side of 
the house like a toppled monolith.  He whimpered again and fell 
weakly to his knees while the others ran to the pool and dragged 
Arnold's barely-conscious mass to dry land.

"Arnie," said Fury as he sat the hulking Hawaiian up. 
"Answer me, buddy.  You okay?"

"Did we find Auntie Lytt?" Arnold said through a mouthful of
pool water.  "We gotta shave her before Keff the Jiller finds 
'er..."

Fury patted him on the shoulder.  "You're fine."
Lars cautiously approached the car:  dangling halfway out of

the windshield was the lifeless form of Jeff the Killer, his 
grinning, bug-eyed face staring at the grass.



"I think he's finished," said Gearbolt.
"Yeah," said Lars.  "Now let's see who Jeff the Killer 

REALLY is!"
Grabbing Jeff by the hair, Lars yanked hard, peeling his 

leathery face off to reveal the lifeless face of Tiffany York 
underneath.

"Tiffany York!" the gang exclaimed in unison.
"Ruh-roh," said Arnold.
"Guess you hit the nail on the head, Gear," said Lars.  

"With me dead, she could take the whole caboodle for herself."
"And disguised as Jeff the Killer," said Fury, "nobody would

suspect it was her, especially if you'd died in a haunted house."
"She musta been coked outta her mind," said Skylar in awe, 

"to, like, take so many ass-kickings."
Looking at the letter in his hands, Lars sighed.  "Great.  I

get chased by a maniac, I cheat death a dozen times, the 
Larsmobile gets totaled, and for what?" He tossed the letter and 
envelope into the pool, grimacing in disgust.  "A self-help 
pamphlet."

Arnold staggered to his feet and crushed Lars and Skylar in 
a hug.  "But you DID find treasure today, Chum!  A friendship to 
last throughout the ages!  Let's take the pear-shaped dude's car,
drive back to the Fish Market and mortar our new alliance with 
margaritas!"

"Let 'em breathe a little, Arnie," said Fury, pulling the 
racers out of his grip.  "He's got a point, though.  I could use 
a drink, myself."

"Can we go to the HOSPITAL first?" said Skylar, clutching 
her knee.  "I won't be able to play DDR for, like, weeks!"

"I'll hotwire Ludlum's car," said Gearbolt as she scampered 
off.

Lars sighed.  "I'll make some calls and see about having 
this dump demolished.  Place is worthless anyway."

The gang followed Gearbolt to the car as Uncle Elwood's 
envelope sank to the bottom of the pool, taking its ultra-rare 
Inverted Hindenburg stamp with it -- a stamp which, unbeknownst 
to our hapless heroes, carried a net worth of several billion 
U.S. dollars.

###

THE END
of
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